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Local groups
seeking to help
stricken family

1

.w

By Warren Bates
A plea for help for a Los Angeles
, family’s life was sent out yesterday
.4’ morning during a press conference
by a coalition of local black orginizations held for the Gordon Family
Heart Fund.
Five out of the seven Gordon
children suffer from a rare heart
disease that results in the degeneration of the heart muscle to the point
where it no longer functions.
One son has died and another.
Derrick, is now recuperating at
Stanford Medical Center after a
heart transplant.
Gordon family members were
present at the conference held in the
1 Business
Classrooms
faculty
lounge, and are asking for donations
to go toward a trust fund to help with
the family’s transportation and
lodging expenses while Derrick recuperates.
Derrick will remain in the area
for eight months, and the family
’ wants to be with him to provide emotional support. They are looking for
a two-bedroom house to stay in.
The money will also go toward
medical costs in the event any of the
other children need to be hospitalized.
Along with monetary donations,
; al
the family is also asking for organ
donations.
"The disease doesn’t hit until
the late teens," said Annette Gordon. the children’s mother. "It came
from my husband’s side of the family. His mother died and his brother
died from it and it was in his genes
and now it’s attacking my children."
Derricks transplant took place
Oct. 13. A week later another
brother, Lorenzo Jr., was hospitalized at Stanford with the same ail* ment and later released.
Along with Lorenzo Jr. and Derrick, the Gordon children are Phillip, 23, daughters La Toniya, 21,
Crystal, 17, Dana, 16 and 3-year-old
Miesha.
Marjorie Craig, chairwoman of
the coalition which consists of slue
dents from local colleges, business
groups, sororities and fraternaties
and area churches, said she is organizing events to help with the fund.
raising.
I
One of these is a spaghetti dinner that will be held this Friday
. 4., from 5:30 to 9 p.m. at the AfroService
Community
American
,
Agency at Sixth and Julian streets.
I
She is challenging black families to make donations of $100 a family.
Individual contributions can be
O mailed to St. Patrick’s Cathedral in
’ care of the Gordon Family Have a
Heart Fund at 389 E. Santa Clara
St., San Jose, 95112.

Academic Senate
studies library cuts

High hopes

Delegates may testify at state hearings
By Karen Woods
The Academic Senate and library staff are responding to state budget cutbacks that have reduced funding
for SJSU’s library system.
The Senate unanimously approved on Monday, a proposal that would send a faculty-student delegation to
Sacramento to testify before the state Legislature on the
effect of the state budget cuts on funding for books and
periodicals for the SJSU’s libraries.
The Senate also approved a provision to the proposal
that would have the delegation speak on the necessity for
funds to acquire, process and make the materials more
accessible.
President Gail Fullerton will have to approve the
proposal before the group can travel to Sacramento.
Roy Young, chairman of the Political Science Department, was the author of the bill.
The amendment was proposed by Academic Senate
secretary Sandy Kajiwara, a science reference librarian.
The proposal and the provision. were approved after
two librarians appeared before the Senate to ask that the
delegation also speak about the reduced number of staff
positions.
"The staff losses are three times as serims (as books
and periodicals)," said Jo Whitlatch, head of the access
division of Clark Library.
"Without the staff to process, (and) maintain .. .
you have a pile of unsorted books and periodicals," she
said.
She also said that according to a recent survey, conducted by the library staff to assess the impact of the
budget cuts, delays in checkouts were up 25%, and time
spent on shelf reading (keeping the books in order ) was
down 25%.
Whitlatch said student assistance searches have
been cut by 50%.
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si SU cheerleader Debbie
Sonnet’ gives pointers to
cheerleader hopeful Kendra Vandenakker I standing atop Todd Kimble) in a
heer lea d ing s ork s hop, as
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Kevin White looks on. The
first workshop for aspiring
held
was
cheerleaders
:Monday. There will be
in ore tod ay and Fr id a y
near tlie barbecue pits.

workers.
The U.S. forces, ordered to protect some 1,000 Americans on the
tiny eastern Caribbean island and
"restore democracy" there, were
followed by 300 soldiers from six Ca-

ribbean nations.
President Reagan called the
pre-dawn operation "completely
successful."
He said 1,900 Marines and Arm"
Ranger paratroopers had seized the

Edwards calls action ’illegal’
7

The other librarian who appeared, Jan Myers, head
of the user services and collection development division,
said it costs 841 to purchase and process a book. $83 for a
periodical and $255 for one scientific journal.
"We wanted the Senate to realize just how much
more than the cover price was involved," she said after
the meeting.
She said it took expertise and judgement to select
materials relevant to the campus out of hundreds of thousands of publications produced every year. Also, there
was the time spent in ordering, cataloging, labeling and
sorting the material, she said.
Young said he had not mentioned the staff reductions
in the proposal because "books and journals have no
lobbyists, but librarians do."
Librarians are represented by the California Faculty
Association, Young said.
Young conceded, however, that "books and journals
would be sitting in little stacks without the staff to process them" and accepted the amendment to his proposal.
lithe proposal is approved by Fullerton, the delegation would go before state legislative committees in
the spring of 1984. The faculty members would be appointed by the Academic Senate Chair and elected Executive Committee members.
The students would probably be appointed by the
Associated Students President. according to Academic
Senate Chair William Tidwell.
In other Senate business, the proposal to allow only
upper division students in upper-division courses was
killed.
The Instruction and Research Committee had recommended that no action be taken on it; as current university policy already allowed faculty members, at their
discretion, to restrict upper-division classes to upper-division students.
The author of the proposal, Theodore Norton. professor of history, concurred.

CSU fees may go down
but officials foresee a fight
By Jeff Barbosa
Although California State University Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds has proposed a $90 reduction in CSU fees,
students may be wise to adopt an I’ll -believe-it -when-I see-it attitude.
Reynolds announced her proposal last Thursday at a
Senate Education Committee hearing in Sacramento.
She said Gov. George Deukmejian told her, in writing, if
the state can afford it, he will favor lowering fees.
Reynolds’ proposal would have the state allocate an
additional $25 million to the CSU system to offset the
money lost from the fee reduction.
The state’s economy has improved to the point where
officials in Sacramento are predicting a surplus of about
$191 million for this year and an approximate $1 billion
surplus for the next fiscal year.

. 2,000 U.S. Marines invade Grenada
Barbados
BRIDGETOWN,
(AP) Nearly 2,000 U.S. Marines
and Army paratroopers invaded
Marxist-ruled Grenada in an airborne strike Tuesday, clashing with
4,1 Grenadian troops and armed Cuban
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By Jeff Barbosa
Rep. Don Edwards, D-San Jose, called the U.S. involvement in the invasion of Grenada "illegal" and said
President Reagan was "trampling" on the Constitution.
In a news release issued Tuesday afternoon, Edwards criticized the invasion.
"The American invasion’ef Grenada is against the
law because it violates the Neutrality Act and Section 1 of
the United States Constitution," he said.
Edwards, chairman of the House subcommittee on
?
Constitutional- Rights and Civil Liberties, said the Neutrality Act states. "It is a crime to organize, initiate or
begin a hostile expedition against a foreign country with
which the United States is at peace."
"President Reagan has taken two dangerous and
illegal steps. trampling on duly enacted laws and the

Constitution," Edwards said.
He added that the U.S. Attorney General should consider looking into the issue and whether it is appropriate
to establish a federal grand jury to investigate the matter.
"Article I, Section 8 of the United States Constitution
requires that Congress. not the president or the CIA,
decides if and when the country goes to war." Edwards
said.
He stated there were "sound reasons" for these provisions in the Constitution and added that the founders of
the United States "feared secret decisions made by one
person.
"They insisted that committing the country to war
should only be made by the federal legislature after public debate," Edwards said.

two main airports on the mountain
ous, 21 -mile-long island.
At least two American military
men were killed and 20 wounded in
the initial fighting, according to U.S.
administration and congressional
sources in Washington. They also reported three members of Grenada’s
1.200-man armed forces were killed,
and that 30 Soviet advisers and
about 600 Cubans were captured.
Jamaica was one of the six island nations contributing troops to
the invasion force and Prime Minister Edward Seaga told the Jamaican Parliament in Kingston he had
received a report at noon saying 12
Cubans had been killed and 22 captured. He also said three civilians
were killed and the allied forces had
seized a large quantity of Soviet.
made arms at the new airport being
built by more than 600 Cuban workers at Point Salines.
continued on page 12

However, Scott Plotkin, assistant director ot government affairs for CSU, said Monday. students will have a
tough time convincing state legislators to reduce fees even if there is a budget surplus.
Last Thursday, William Cunningham. Deukmejian’s
education representative, reflected the administration’s
cautious stance.
"The governor would like to stabilize fees and perhaps lower student fees, if the state revenues allow,"
Cunningham said. "But that’s still up in the air."
Plotkin said the news that California may have a
surplus will result in numerous groups with "legitimate
claims" arguing for more fiscal aid.
However, the upturn in the economy has increased
revenues beyond estimates and Plotkin now believes the
continued on page 12

Anderson braces
for a new attempt
By Jeff Barbosa
Presidential fever has struck
John B. Anderson again, less
than three years after the former
Illinois congressman ran as an
Independent in the 1980 election.
Anderson, who bolted from
the Republican Party in the
spring of 1980. will speak at noon
today in the Amphitheatre.
In a phone interview yesterday, Anderson said he has not decided to run yet, but would definitely consider it if asked by
supporters of the new political
party ( National Unity Party) he
is building.
However, when discussing
the problems facing America
today, he sounded every bit like a
man determined to run for the
presidency.

Anderson realizes that another presidential bid would not
be easy, and he promised no
overnight success for his new
party. He does, however, believe
third parties have a definite role
in the future of American polities.
"It’s inevitable that the people will turn to a new party," Anderson said. "I think people have
lost faith in the system. We have
to have a new party that will
work for a time to establish itself
and not promise any instant formulas.
"I believe that if we lay the
foundation for the party we can
begin to attract people back into
the system," Anderson said.
He criticized the two major
continued on page 12
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People’s Court pleads insanity
It seems that for some inexplicable reason, America is in the midst of a love affair with the legal system.
"If you think you have a case. . . take ’em to court,"
Doug Llewellan advises us every night during "The Peoples Court," a television show that has practically become a household word in the past year.
Aside from my personal feelings that Llewellen is

Warren Bates
Staff Writer

the most uninformed transparent commentator since
Howard Cosell, the People’s Court is a classic example
of overblowing and glorifying the typical mundanities of
American life. Andy Rooney should be hearing these
cases instead of this so-called Judge Wapner.
But for all its frivolity. I must admit, the show is one
of my guilty pleasures.
Where else could we witness ladies whose poodles
weren’t clipped properly, or neighbors warring about
trees falling on fences, having recourse to the law?
A more typical "People’s Court" case: the plaintiff
stores some valuables over the defendant’s house,
where they are then stolen.
After a long dissertation of the events leading up to
the theft. Judge Wapner will inevitably rule that the
defendant has to use "reasonable care" in guarding the
merchandise.
This sort of thing used to be solved by a couple of
phone calls to lawyers, but now we get to vicariously
live the actual participants’ conflict as they go at it,
hammer and tongs, in this semi -formalized street
brawl.
Having been in a few courtrooms myself ( traffic
offenses mind you), I can say with some degree of certainty that this formality, or lack thereof, in the "People’s Court" is much more real than any Hollywood
version of the legal system and that’s what makes it

so appealing
But despite the show’s human qualities, there are a
few things about it I have yet to figure out.
One is why a business agrees to have its case taped
and shown on television. It has everything to lose and
practically nothing to gain.
One woman brought in a dress that just about fell
apart when Wapner handled it. The salesman who sold
her the dress must have had a severe lack of gray matter, or a strange compulsion to be humiliated, to even
show up in the courtroom.
I cringed when I saw a mother and about ten little
leaguers accuse a local business owner of not properly
sewing the letters on the back of the little league jackets.
What could the owner hope to accomplish by showing off his poor workmanship?
If he wins the case, he may get reimbursed, but so
what. That’s business as usual. If he loses ( which he
did), he can wave goodbye to any good reputation he
may have had,
Maybe he just wanted to be on TV.
It also appears that one of the main obstacles to
justice in the "People’s Court" is Judge Wapner himself.
Wapner will often interrupt courtroom proceedings
with questions that have no bearing on the case whatsoever. In the little league case, he asked if quality
lettering would make the kids play better baseball.
He wasn’t joking.
Many times, a case loser at the show’s end will
explain to Llewellen crucial evidence that Wapner either ignored or didn’t have the patience to listen to.
This results in a case of serious fumble mouth for
Llewellen, who usually gathers his wits in time to offer a
"well, I guess Judge Wapner didn’t see it that way."
Thanks Doug.
I wonder how these people feel after their due process has been compromised to fit their cases into the
allotted 15 minutes or half hour,
I guess these kind of important questions get lost
when you’re striving for high Nielsen’s.
But then again I’m as guilty as the millions of other
people who watch this enigmatic travesty, keeping it
from the death sentence it deserves.

Editor’s Notebook

No winners in the ratings race
I rint journalists will always lose.
That’s one of the first things journalists learn.
radio and television -The electronic media
have the advantage of covering an event while it’s
happening. or soon after. Newspapers must wait
on) il the next day to present their stories.
That’s the fact of journalism.

Carrie Hagen
Entertainer Editor

But it’s not as simple as that.
Many radio and television stations, particularly local stations, aren’t satisfied with winning
their race against the newspapers. They have another race to run against each other.
One way that a television or radio station tries
to get the edge is by creating news.
There seems to be two ways to create news. The
most obvious is to create an event from scratch.
This has been going on since man first put words on
stone tablets. In fact, a group of newspaper publishers are blamed for creating the events which
started the Mexican-American War.
But another way to create news, which is just
as bad, is to take an event or a topic that is news.
and blow it up so that it will attract more viewers
and sound more sensational. This is the more common occurrence.
A man who lights himself on fire in a local park
is news. Making sure you have a camera crew to
film it while it happens is creating news.
There are other less extreme examples, which
still make me doubt the motives of the broadcast
journalists involved. The Bay Area stations provide
examples almost every day.
During the summer, the San Francisco stations
discovered a topic that would really bring in the
viewers: AIDS. In their race for the ratings, they
scoured the hospitals for victims of the disease,
talked to bathhouse owners who closed their establishments, and attended every possible press conference, which the politicians used to push their

When the Korean jetliner was shot down last
month, nearly all of the television and radio stations in the Bay Area sent reporters and cameramen to the Soviet Embassy in San Francisco. There
would surely be something going on there, they
thought.
What went on was one "protester" who had
heard on the radio that there would be something
going on there. Unfortunately, no one else showed
up but the journalists.
Finally, a man driving a Mercedes drove by
and yelled an obscenity out of his window.
The journalists claimed that although this type
of thing was a daily occurrence, it was special because of the car the man was driving. The Soviet
incident was obviously angering the upper classes.
Of course, he could have been yelling at the
journalists standing around with their cameras and
microphones.
Sometimes I feel like doing the same thing.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

NOTHIN"!

ideas about gays, San Francisco, and lite in general.
What they didn’t do, until several months after
the epidemic fully began, was talk to the experts.
The stations were largely responsible for starting
the AIDS panic and causing it to grow.
A similar thing happened over the PCB issue.
When a transformer burned in San Francisco, local
stations raced to discover where other "potential
tragedies dwelled." Reporters talked to citizens
who were scared, firemen who were scared, and
PG&E workers who were scared ( that there would
be a riot outside their headquarters).
If they had talked to the experts, maybe there
wouldn’t have been as many scared people around.
These two issues deserved to have coverage in
the news. The broadcast media had plenty of advantages over the print medium in covering them.
But they didn’t take the time to put in quality stories. They had to win the ratings race.
Sometimes the race fails. Last week, a supermarket exploded in West Virginia. The network and
radio stations saw this as a perfect opportunity to
beat the newspapers once again. They interrupted
daytime programming and began estimating damages. Eighty lives had been lost, they reported.
By that evening, only injuries were reported.
The next morning, most newspapers ignored
the incident. Damages and injuries weren’t that
bad.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Born-agains: Takes
one to know one
Editor:
Again, I have just seen a cartoonist use the term "born-again Christian" unjustifiably. On Oct. 17, cartoonist Paul Conrad equated James
Watt, former United States secretary of the interior with a born-again
Christian. I’m not sure if I’m more
angry at the cartoonist or Watt.
What troubles me is the cartoonist’s ignorant claim of calling Watt a
born-again Christian on the basis of
norminalism, rather than on the
standard of a Cristian faith Jesus
Christ.
It’s Watt’s own questionabh
profession that doesn’t appear tr
measure up to the person of Jesus
Christ when Watt says such racist
remarks as he has.
Whether it be Conrad, Watt, or
both who are making unfounded
claims, they and many others are
often asserting false claims and accusations toward born-again Christians. I say false because too often
they neither know the origin and
meaning of the term "born-again."
nor care to be objective enough to
pick up the New Testament and discover what Jesus’ and the earl
churches’ teachings were and of
what a real born-again Christian is.
Again and again, many nonChristians argue against and refuse
to accept the God of the Old and New
Testament because of counterfeit
Christians.
Why don’t those who aren’t
opening themselves up to learning
about true. Christianity realize the
difference between real Christians
and counterfeits?
If a person hasn’t already met a
genuine Christian to know the difference. then they should soften their
heart to honestly read the New Testament, and learn about Jesus
Christ of the Christian faith and the
early followers of Christ. Then they
can have a better understanding and
justifiable ground to discern the difference. Genuine Christians are neither racists nor hycrites: they desire to love and help others.
My anger about this issue is only
for a moment, but my arms of love
shall be open to others always because Christ’s arms were open to all
people when He died on the cross
and to this very day have not been
closed.
Steve Rogers
Environmental Studies
senior

Student supports
campus press
Editor:
would like to congratulate the
budding politicians on the Associated Students board of directors.
By cutting funds to the Spartan
Daily, it has demonstrated a degree
of narrow-minded disregard for its
constituents. Fortunately, President
Gail Fullerton stepped in and explained to them just what they can
and cannot do.
While I don’t expect this to put
an end to their attempts at manipulating and harassing the press, lam
pleased that Fullerton has come to
the aid of the Daily.

How ironic that our student organization has betrayed us and the
administration has come to our defense.
It is quite evident that the A.S.
board of directors no longer serves
the needs of the students, and must
be brought under control or removed. I urge students to voice their
opinions to the board by attending
meetings or writing letters.
Here, for the benifit of those
members of the board who might
still be reached by reason, are the
facts about this university and its
newspaper:
- SJSU has, without a doubt, the
finest journalism/mass communications department in Northern
California, and it is among the best
in the country.
The Daily is an exemplary collegiate paper which benefits the university in two ways: First, by giving
journalism students practice in

The forum page is your page.
The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in
opinion articles are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

news reporting and editing, plus experience with modern production
equipment: and second, by providing SJSU students and faculty with
news, information, entertainment
and a forum for differing ideas and
perspectives:
With an enrollment of more than
25.000 students, A.S. needs less than
20 cents from each of us to provide a
year’s supply for the Daily. Considering that the 1983-84 budget is more
than $700,000, it seems to me that at
$10,000, the Daily is more than reasonably priced.
With these facts in mind. I offer
two suggestions to the members of
the board, either of which would provide a democratic solution to the
problem.
Solution one: Put it to a general
vote of the students. Ask them,
"Should AS. buy subscriptions to
the university’s paper in order to
help support it?"
Solution two: Allow students to
"vote with their pocketbook" by offering them a choice each semester
when they pay their fees.
I think the board will find that,
given a chance to express themselves, students will overwhelmingly support their paper.
Mark Turner
International Business
soph ))))) ore

Make up your mind
Editor:
In the Oct. 18 letter by Mark Tobias, he refers to "Ronald Reagan’s
tax cuts" being partly "responsible
for the budget busting a $200 billion
deficit."
Then, in the 12th paragraph, he

mentions "that Reagan is the greatest tax raiser in American history."
Did I miss something?
Gary Anderson
Physics
junior

Read book first,
then criticize author
Editor:
How good it is to see discussion
on Africa; how tragic that much of it
seems to be ill-founded and quite fallacious.
With much debate over Professor Harry Galley’s recent book, "Africa: Troubled Continent," I resorted to reading the work to
discover for myself what the author
was trying to say.
I was quite surprised to discover
that the book took on a compassionate tone toward Africa’s problem
and not the neo-fascist, racist point
of view described by members of the
Pan African Student Union. There
are, perhaps several reasons for
this.
First, the article itself seems to
be heavily edited. I have no doubt
that the professor actually did gel
around to answering the question of
what is an African, but one cannot
tell what will be edited from an interview.
It is also quite apparent that
Daily staff writer Gail Taylor knew
little about Africa and the author’s
book. The truth is, contrary to what
the article’s title implies, the book
was written before the author went
to Africa.
As for the Pan African Student
Union’s response, I am embarrassed on two counts: first, as a socialist and second, as a member of
the university community, a place
of scholarship. Guilt by association.
hasty conclusions, questionable
classifications and analogies and
other instruments in the establishment of their fallacious arguments
only reveal their voluntary ignorance.
If you intend to represent the
socialist movement, please make an
effort to do it with dispassionate, rational intelligence. This is the reason we are here at SJSU, to uncover
intelligent solutions to difficult problems.
Gailey’s book is a scholarly
work written in an intelligent manner: sources listed, and conclusions
were based on these sources.
Whether or not the reader agrees with the conclusions is the prerogative of the individual, but you
must read the damn thing in order to
construct these conclusions.
Dave Smith
Social Science
graduate

LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel
Hall, or at the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for /ength, grammar and libel.
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David Chelemer

S. Clay Wilson himself, chairing his autograph session.
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A selection of S. Clay Wilson’s original artwork that is reprinted from The Checkered Demon III comic book, and we think.
defies despeription.
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Wiho n, a popular underground comic book artist, draws from a totally
different perspective.
He calls cat cartoons
"the lowest common denominator of acceptability."
"They’re fast food
comic strips no meaning
or substance," Wilson said.
One of his own characCheckered
The
ters,
Demon, is even getting too
popular for him.
"I’m thinking of banning him," he said. "The
more obnoxious I make
him, the more people like
him.
"I also hate flat beer.’ ’
Wilson, with tossled
black hair and beard, and
smoldering
perpetual
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cigar, was signing autographs last Saturday at the
Comic Collector Shop at 73
E. San Fernando.
"I find it very moralistic what I do," he said.
"It’s like preaching in a
way. I’m depicting hell.
"A lot of people are depicting heavens. I find hell
a lot more interesting."
Wilson has no favorite
characters to draw, and
prefers to draw new ones.
He was born in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1941, and
graduated from the University of Nebraska. He
trained as a medic in the
Army.
Unusual artistic training, perhaps, but he has
been drawing since age 12,
and still has the work, in
pounds.
He worked for Grist
magazine, and in 1968
worked with Charles Plynell. Plynell was printing
ZAP 1, the first underground comic. Original
copies of ZAP 1 are now
worth MO.
From there. Wilson’ssuccess mushroomed.
Last year. Wilson illus-

trated and designed the
German edition of author
Burroughs’
William S.
"Wild Boys."
Currently, he is designing and illustrating "Cities
of The Red Night." also by
Burroughs.
Wilson is also doing various freelance jobs, commissions, comic strips, and
shows.
Plus, he is working on
ZAP 11.
Burroughs has described Wilson as "a savage social satirist with a
flair for grotesquerie."
Wilson "uses the psychology of violence. nullity. total extremism in action and perverse sexuality
to shock the viewer," said
Heavy Metal editor Brad
Balfour.
Wilson’s inspirational
come
from
sources
dreams, artists and authors.
Among the artists that
him
are
influence
Beardsley, Bosch, Francis
James
Baron
Bacon,
Ensor, George Grosz, and
the German romantics.
Wilson’s writers that

(408)

inspire him include Burroughs, James Joyce, authors of the Bible. George
V. Higgins, and Nathaniel
West
"It’s artist therapy,
drawing my own nightmares and those of other
people," Wilson said.
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A musical comedy experience you’ll never forget!
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it’s mood over evil, it’s great music..."
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Candy corporations hope
to have sweet Halloween

Air Band Concert held
No music
for voices
in concert

CHICAGO API -- A year after the Tylenol killings,
,U.S. candy makers are hoping to make Americans sweet
on Halloween again.
"It’s a case of not letting a few crazies in the world
ruin the way you live," said Dawn Dahl, a spokeswoman
for the Chicago-based National Confectioners Association
of the United States.
The confectioners, chocolate makers and candy sellers have turned to Dr. Joyce Brothers for words of advice
and reassurance. And they’ve turned out millions of pamphlets on the "positive things of Halloween."
Some have changed their packaging to make it easier
to detect tamperings, although they note that most of last
year’s reports were unfounded. And, in case there are
fresh problems, they’ve installed a hotline to help police
agencies deal with suspected adulteration.
"Really what we want to do is say you can go trick-ortreating if you’re sensible about it," said Ms. Dahl.
The campaigns are good public relations and good
business for the $5 billion-a -year candy-making industry.
Americans buy more sweets during the weeks before Halloween than any other holiday period except Christmas.
Uneasiness over the holiday of ghosts and goblins
turned to fear some say hysteria in the month before
Halloween 1982 after seven people died of cyanide poisoning following the random contamination of Extra Strength Tylenol capsules in Chicago-area stores.
More than 40 communities nationwide canceled trickor-treating as reports of copycat incidents from druglaced candy bars to soft drinks spiked with caustic substances piled up.
In some communities where children trick-ortreated, police added extra patrols. Hospitals offered to
X-ray candy. Florida mounted a campaign to defuse
"public panic," and in New Jersey anyone attempting
such dangerous tricks was promised a jail term.
The scope of the problem was devastating for some
manufacturers. A million candy apples were recalled in
four Midwest states after a pin reportedly was found in
one of the treats. Some stores reported sharp drops in
candy sales.
"I am certain that if the Great Pumpkin existed, he

By Gail Taylor
Without any instruthan
ments,
other
drumsticks,
students
imitating their favorite
stars performed in concert Friday night in the
Dining Commons.
A crowd of people
clapped and cheered the
performers on as they
waited to see who would
win the Air Band Concert Contest.
"Women of Play,"
a new -wave group of
five dormitory students,
took first place after
performing a song by
Pat Benatar and Destiny Unknown.
"It was fantastic,"
said Ruth Ellingsten. a
member of the group.
"I felt a little weird at
the beginning, but after
a while. I felt like I was
the
playing
really
part."
A group imitating
The Who came in second place after singing
such a wild song that
people from the audience were led to try to
climb on stage.
Even though there
were no instruments.
Kathy Kollinzas
the amplifiers, speakers and stage setup
Lisa Orrell, lead singer of "Women of Play" ’sings’ her winning
added realism to the
number in the Air Band concert contest in the Dining Commons.
show.
Third place went to
were dropping out like flies." Masters said.
the one man act by Washburn Hall resident Mitch
He said it’s a heavy risk to get up before an audiPoore, who imitated Frank Sinatra.
ence and look silly, as well as act silly too.
In his black tuxedo, Poore not only sang, but also
"For the first time it was introduced to the resifound time between notes to mingle with the audience.
dent community, as well as to the school, I think it
Other groups who competed in the contest were
went off quite well," said Matthew Allen, Moulder Hall
the Blues Brothers, featuring Ray Charles. and Scanadvisor. "I think the resident hall community enjoyed
dal.
it emmensely."
Food prizes from the Spartan Pub were given to
Kevin Tousant, a sophomore from Washburn Hall,
the winners.
said the show was a good idea because it allowed resiThe contest was coordinated by Pina Colada Prodents to share some of their own talent.
ductions. made up a few dormitory resident advisors.
’I thought all the performers did a good job," Tou"We wanted to do something different," said Paul
Masters, a resident advisor from Markham Hall. He sant said. "It was definitely worth twice the price."
Since the contest turned out to be "surprisingly
admitted, however, that he did not think the idea would
entertaining," Masters said the contest will be held
be a success.
next semester.
"There were 10 bands that signed up ti - the conIt was like a real concert." he said.
test, but during the last week before the (\ en). they

would be burnt led, said cartoonist Charles Schulz.
whose "Peanuts" comic strip features the mythical character each Halloween.
Candy makers this year are stressing that most reports of tainted candy from Halloween 1982 appeared to
have been unfounded.
An overview released as part of their information,
campaign notes that more than 95 percent of the 270 "potential Halloween 1982 candy adulterations" showed no
tampering when analyzed by the Food and Drug Administration.
The finding "has led one FDA official to characterize
the period as one of ’psychosomatic mass hysteria." the
document says.
"I don’t know who they got that (comment) from, but
basically it’s true," said FDA spokesman Chris Smith.
Despite the vindication, candy makers are boosting
public service spending this year to erase lingering
doubts about America’s Halloween tradition.
Richard T. O’Connell. president of both the confectioners association and the Chocolate Manufacturers Association, said the trade groups are spending about :33
percent more this year than last on safety programs.
The chocolate manufacturers. National Candy Wholesalers Association, and the confectioners group have
launched a $350,000 public information campaign aimed
primarily at parents.
As part of the campaign, they have financed a 60second public service announcement from the National
Safety Council featuring Ms. Brothers, a popular psycho’ e
gist.
"Halloween can be an important time to help your
children be their own heroes," she tells parents in the spot
that will be seen on 300 television stations. "Let’s do our
part to make Halloween safe and fun."
Some of the biggest candy manufacturers are supplementing the industry effort with their own projects.
Hershey Foods Corp. of Hershey, Pa., for the first time has prepared 30 million booklets "on all the positive
things of Halloween" as an insert in October issues of
women’s magazines, spokeswoman Deb Ryerson said.
They also are available in supermarkets.

Like
Adventure!

Gang red as tomatoes
after burglary foul up
The trail led to a car nearby. After a
Police Capt. Bill
EUREKA ( API
Bonsai said Monday it was a case of mis- brief chase, the four, including three juveniles and Leona Hayden, 18, were artaken identity.
rested. One of the juveniles, who were not
But the Sunday morning error swiping tomato plants they thought were mari- identified, said they had tried to escape
juana landed four young people in jail. because "we didn’t want to get caught
with all that pot."
booked for investigation of burglary.
Police could not explain how the four
Officers said the four were arrested
after Robert Schroir reported someone mistook the tomato plants for marijuana,
had broken into a greenhouse which pro- especially since many of the plants were
vided shelter for his (4ierry tomato plants. bearing tomatoes.

Try
Sport
Parachuting
1st Jump Course
Group Rates
Antioch
Parachute Center
415-757-9957

FOR A HEALTHY
CAREER

Campaign costs for state seats
rise 3,000 percent since 1958
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Campaign spending for legislative seats has swelled by more than 3,(Sto percent
since 1958, far outstripping the rate of inflation, state
campaign officials said Monday.
The Fair Political Practices Commission, the state’s
political watchdog, said spending for legislative races
rose from $1.4 million to $43.2 million in the last 24 years,
an increase of 3,046 percent.
During that period, the consumer price index climbed
246 percent, the FPPC said.
"Even with inflation controlled, total campaign costs
for the Senate and Assembly are approximately nine
times greater in 1982 compared to 1958." the FPPC report

*II!

said.
Median general election costs for state Senate candidates during the period jumped from $5,077 to $159,869.
For Assembly candidates the increase was $3,253 to
$78,766.
The most spent by a Senate candidate in the 1958
November election was $23,884. The most spent by a Senate candidate last November was $568,024. The corresponding figures for the Assembly are $15,305 and $2.9
million, spent by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, D-San
Francisco, most of it in donations to other Democratic
candidates.

Family bond is still healthy
WASHINGTON ( AP)
The traditional family is
alive and well in American
society despite increasing
divorces,
falling
birth
rates, working wives and
the growing number of singles who live together, social researchers reported
Monday.
"Family relationships
continue to play a vital role
in today’s world and are
likely to do so in the future," Arland Thornton
and Deborah Freeland of
the University of Michigan
conclude in a report published by the Population
Reference
Bureau,
a
Washington-based private
study group.
Divorce and independent living have increased
sharply in recent years,
the
researchers
note.
While 29 percent of couples
married in 1952 were divorced by the time of their
25th wedding anniversary,
couples married in 1967
reached that divorce percentage after only 10
years.
But rather than indicating worsening problems

in family life, the report
said, the rising incidence of
divorce might simply reflect less tolerance of problems that exist in most
families and a growing acceptance of divorce as a solution.
Along with the termination of more troubled
marriages, the researchers said, a higher proportion of couples who stay together report being happy
in marriage.
"Most family scholars
believe that divorce stems
from dissatisfaction with a
specific spouse and does
not represent disillusionment with marriage as an
institution,"
the study
says.
As evidence, it notes
that most divorced people
remarry.
While birth rates have
fallen in recent years.
women answering surveys
report that they plan to
have an average of two
children each, and many
are merely postponing
childbearing in favor of education and career.
Whether they actually

oimm.................,
t
i
Credit Problems?

will decide later to have
these children remains to
be seen, the report said,
noting a growing acceptance among married couples of remaining childless.
"Some scholars project that as many as 29 percent of white women born
during the 1950s may remain childless," it said.
While a 1962 survey
found 84 percent of women
believed that all married
couples ought to have children, 18 years later that
percentage had dropped to
4: percent, the report said.
For most women, childb.aring has become a mat-

S

ter of choice that allows
them to integrate family
with education and careers. the study observes.
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"Meet and Eat"
Luncheon
Sj. City Politics
Professor

12:00-1:30
Thurs., Oct. 27
Free Salad 6’ Sandwiches #

BAND WITH STC!
We’re the company with the
HOTTEST NEW COMPUTER
in process toward production ...
the FIRST VLSI CMOS-BASED MAINFRAME!
... and we need some cool-headed new graduates to keep our systems
moving along smoothly toward full scale production.
Realizing that a START-UP ENVIRONMENT is essential to the emergence
of an ENTIRELY NEW TECHNOLOGY
. STC created a new entity. . .
STC COMPUTER RESEARCH/COMPUTER SYSTEMS Corporation in
Silicon Valley, California.
STC-CRC/CSC is now a rapidly growing company with hot new technologies. . . creative & talented minds .
room for personal and professional
growth . .. healthy career opportunities . and an incomparable California, San Francisco Bay Area environment in which it can all happen for the
interested new graduate.

BSEEsEEs MEsBSCSs
ON CAMPUS

Friday, November 11
Come meet Orson Chung (S.J.S.U. Grad, 1979-MSEE),
and his colleagues from STC-CRC/CSC.

DON’T SWEAT THE RECRUITMENT RAT RACE . . .

I
Receive a Mastercard or Visa,
nobody refused, even if you have I
bad credit, or no credit.
I

I
IFor ’Free Brochure
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I
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Campus Christian Center
10th & San Carlos
(MS) 298-0204
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Accept the special start-up challenges of STC-CRC/CSC
and the opportunity to continue your technical education
under the auspices of the company’s EDUCATIONAL BENE.
FITS PROGRAM. For more information see your College
Placement Office or expedite your resume to Professional
Employment, 800 Central Expressway. Santa Clara. CA
95050 We are an equal opportunity employer
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Inflation under control, economists say
WASHINGTON t AP) Prices for cars, food, and
housing accelerated in September. pushing overall consumer costs up 0.5 percent in the biggest one-month increase since May. the government reported yesterday.
However, inflation for the first three quarters of the year
was still at the slowest pace in a decade.
Both private and government economists said the
recent pickup in prices was no cause for alarm. But White
House spokesman Larry Speakes injected a note of caulion.
"While this monthly increase is small, and inflation
remains at a very low level. !his month’s increase re-

minds us that keeping inflation under control requires
constant vigilence," Speakes said.
The Labor Department’s Consumer Price Index report said prices rose 1 percent for new cars and for used
autos in September compared with increases of 0.8 percent and 1.8 percent in August. One reason for the new
gains was a revival of consumer demand at a time when
dealer stocks were low, thus putting available cars at a
premium.
Food and beverage costs rose 0.4 percent twice the
August increase and the biggest gain since last April as
the crop-damaging effects of last summer’s drought
drove prices higher for fruits, vegetables and poultry.

the 8.9 percent increase of 1981 and the 12.4 percent of
1980.
By most accounts, prices should rise faster next year
than in the no-inflation early months of this year since the
economy apparently will be continuing to recover, businesses will be esti:Aiding, and workers will have more
money to spend.
Sandra Shaber, director of consumer economics for
Chase Econometrics in Bala Cynwyd, Pa., said the September price increase 5.7 percent a year if repeated for
12 straight months "is probably a fair estimate of
where inflation is right now and where it’s going to be for
a white"

Housing costs increased 0.5 percent compared with
0.2 percent in August including rises of 0.7 percent for
renters and 0.5 percent for homeowners.
All of those figures were adjusted to discount for nor Mal seasonal variations in weather, production schedules, holidays and so forth.
For the first nine months of this year, prices paid by
consumers have risen at an annual rate of 3.7 percent. the
report said. If that pace were to continue for another
three months. 1983 would have the lowest rate since the
3.4 percent of 1972.
Prices climbed 3.9 percent last year in what most
economists say was recession -linked improvement from

Paltry corn supply expected
to affect U.S. livestock farmers

Leg power

a0.11
WASHINGTON i APt The U.S. col
resource for livestock and poultry producers, is signalcantly smaller than government figures have indicated
until now, according to the latest surveys by the Agri.
lure Department.
It now appears that when the new crop year begins
Oct. I, 1984, the corn inventory could drop to less than a
four-week supply, based on earlier supply -demand pro
jections and a new "grain stocks" report issued Monday.

)t field’s said corn disappearance- or total use during the marketing year jusled ended was greater than had
been expected

PEKING
HOUSE

JL

RESTAURANT

The situation is also tight for soybeans, although a
record inventory was carried over on Sept. 1. the begin
ning of the soybean marketing year, the USDA said Moo
day in a related analysis.
Last summer’s drought and cutbacks under the gov
ernment’s payment -in-kind acreage program are major
reasons for a sharp downturn in 1983 crop output. Conse
quently, with rising commodity prices, feed costs art putting a crimp in the profits of livestock feeders and
poultry producers.

12."for your choice
of 3 items
Menu includes:
Beef with Broccoli
Sweet and Sour Pork
Spring Egg Roll
PEKING HOUSE
SOO OFF

F Items
All you can eat! Reg. $3.751
071
84S. 2nd S1.,

As of Oct. 1. corn inventories totaled 3.14 billion bush
els. Although that was a record stockpile and 37 percent
\
more than the inventory a year ago, it was sutistant
less than USDA had been projecting.
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Judge halts
logging of
redwoods

Dean McChiskev
junior,
mathematics
Forman.
Doug
stretches at the Parcourse Fitness cluster.

Poultr:v

His thrice-weekly workout has made him
limber enough to reach that tall third bar.

in Nlotion

Bill Dawson

UKIAH API A Superior Court judge ordered
a temporary halt to logging
in a virgin redwood grove.
and at the same time prohibited environmentalists
from trespassing on the
land.
The temporary restraining orders were issued against Georgia Pacific Co., which wants to
cut down the venerable
trees, and against the EnProtection
vironmental
and Information Center.
which has been holding
protests at the grove that
include chaining people to
the trees.
Mendocino
Visiting
County Judge William
Phelps ordered the restraining order Tuesday.
against Georgia Pacific it)
last until Thursday at 9
a.m., when a hearing is
scheduled on a request for
a preliminary injunction
against the logging operation.
The protesters were
ordered to stay off the
property for the next 15-20
days.
A Monday demonstration at the 75-acre Sally
Bell Grove in the Lost
Coast portion of the county.
about 20 miles northwest of
Leggett. resulted in seven
arrests and one injury.
About 35 demonstrators tried to prevent the
company from harvesting
the trees, some of which
have been growing for
more than a millenium, but
about 25 trees were felled.
The
demonstrators
want the state to buy the
grove and about 800 other
acres so the trees can be
preserved for future generations
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LE PARISIAN CROISSANT
FRENCH BAKERY

Salvad,

Children with AIDS may
hold key to (lisease’s cure
4

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Children afflicted with
AIDS probably will provide the key to curing the mysterious disease because they are free from other infections common to adult victims, a pediatrician predicted
Tuesday.
Dr. James Oleske, a pediatric immunologist from the
New Jersey Medical School said cases of acquired immune deficiency syndrome began cropping up in infants
in 1979 the same time it began showing up in the adult
population.
"Children will probably supply the answer or the key
to AIDS, mainly because when we study a child early in
Life, he hasn’t had the infectious experience that the other
high risk groups have had," Oleske said.

CHANGE TO CHOICE
for personalized & confidential
women’s health care.
Family planning
Gynecological services
PMS program
Pregnancy testing
Abortion service
awake or asleep

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
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Choice Medical Group
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The darker side of
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white
There are white witches and black
witches and all shades of gray
witches. Thearis is a white witch.

By Jennifer Koss
.."--ccn originally
t "All Witches Day."
"They
said.
ris
ng,ed it to All Saints
y.
She laughs a lot. So its
...*rd to tell, sometimes. if
W’s joking or serious. But
there’s one thing she is ses about - witchcraft.
Thearis is her "witch
ame" and she is 36-years ,id, though said she some, . Mes feels more like 186.
She grew up in Los An ties. but has shared an
rtment in Santa Cruz
a close female friend
bout five years.
’Part of her childhood
’ spent collecting witch
hers Her mother left
n Thearis was fourrs-old. she said. "so I
just collect mothers
I just happened to pick

Thearis defined a witch
mother as "someone- who
deals with earth and living
and giving life and giving
birth to themselves."
Her first witch mother
was a girlfriend’s motherl
When Thearis was five
years old, she packed her
suitcase and ran away from
home to live with her girlfriend and witch mother for
two weeks.
She said she knew the
woman was a witch because
she heard hertalking to her
friends about witchcraft
and energy and such.
"When you’4 a kid, you
sit around and you listen to
how other witches talk."
Thearis collected six or
seven witch mothers who
helped raise her in Los Angeles. They taught her to
read cards and palms. ’
some’ friends
Then
urged her to join them, in
They
told her she
Berkeley.
needed structured training
because she was dispersing
energy at will.
"That’s not a good thing
to do." Thearis said. "because we need to conserve
energy. It’s just like turning
on a light - why burn it if
you’re already standing in
the sunshine?’’
She joined a coven in
Berkeley. She now belongs
to several covens, normally
comprised of 13 witches, hut
usually practices her craft
alone
is
"not
Witchcraft
something I run around advertising, because I waS
raised in that closet witch-

outward. Anything black
witches might try to do to
her will hi’ mirrored back to
them.
Witchcraft "is not a
non-thinking thing." she
said. "It’s total thought .11 is. perhaps, the
world’s oldest ’religion, dating back 35.000 years.
according to its legends, It
is not based on dogma. but
on nature -the movements
.of the sun, moon and stars,
the cycles of the seasons
and the growth ol living
things.
Witchcraft diners Worn
other religions. "not in their
basic concepts... Thearis
said. "It’s in the way
She know s "al least a they’re practiced mat precouple hundred" of the ached and used for power."
many witches in Santa
She said she believes
Cruz. she said
"that we should thank
There are while witches Mother Earth for providing
and black witches and , timid for us: that the moon
shades of gray witches. controls the oceans and so,
Thearis -said. She is a white therefor% since we’re mort
witch.
than W. -thirds water, it
What is the difference probably controls us . . it’s
between a yi tit v. itch and a mostly just down-to-earth
black witch?
stuft. You pray to gods and
"They’re {he difference goddesses all you want and
between
energy
and what you’re doing is talking
power." Thearis said. "You to yourselt."
you
hut
can tap energy.
Thearis made a mis,can’t lap power All you can take when she became sick
do with power is beat peo- about to years ago. she said
ple."
she lost Indict in herself
Black witches are on a and consulted a doctor.
power trip, she said. and
Iter illness was proba"the best thing you Iran do bly hypoglycemia. she said,
lint was diagnosed as a maiwith them is stay away
from them:*
lunctioning adrenal gland
When shit meets a black Doctors prescribed predni
witch. she protects herself soot’, a steroid.
by visualizing hersell surEight years later, they
rounded In mirrors lacing told her tow ot the side el
craft sluff."
. Santa Cruz is a catalyst
for good and evil. Thearis
said, But the energy field
surrounding the town is so
strong, it drives some people away.
Those who stay "are
more able to think and talk
and see and do things here.
partly because it’s a small
university town," she said.
"and just because it attracts tlioseolpeople.
"There’s not much of a
chance anyone’s going to
come and put you in jail.
because who are they going
to pick to put in jail? Which
one of us nuts

feels Ad the drug. Coot inued
use w ould probably kill her,
but discontinuing use would
probably hat it the same effect
"Witches are the reason I’m alive," Thearis
said.
She got angry. quit the
drug and the doctors and
called some of her witch
riends to do a healing ritual
iy ay of the telephone and
ot telepathy.
r, years later. Thearis Is lit tea’, She takes a
steroid. but one a ithout the
side effects of the first. Her
body is swollen and her
jerking vIllee belies the pain
she endures. but she can get
out of bed now and the pain
is not so had as it once was.
She is still angry, with
herself for losing faith, and
with her doctors for failing
to warn her about predni.
sone. She calls her illness
"a medically -created disease." hut believes her
daily bout iii’ oh witchcraft
wilt eventually cure her.
She has reason to hope.
Several years agio. she developed multiple cancerous
tumors
throughout
her
body She tried chemotherapy and radtalion treatments but decided [base
"cures" were worse than
the’ disease
Si, she returned lo
witchcraft. to visualizing
the tumors away In three
or four years, they disappeared
TUIlliirs are not the only
thing Thearis claimed she
can dissolve She recently

jyrtormed a ritual to dissolve some papers Irani a
court case pending on a
friend: the day after, people
handling the case told her
the charges- against her
friend were being dropped
because the papers were
missing.
"You can’t be a bureaucrat withOut paperwork." Thearis laughed.
The rituals she performs involve one or more
of the four elements earth, fire and water. She
used fire and water for her
paperwork trick, which she
said she has. performed a
number of times.
There are ’two basic
rules to witchcraft. Thearis.
said. "Do not tell what cannot Ix. told and do everything in life you can to keep
Irian hurling others.
"That’s kind of how I
live my lite Dr. I try to. I
attempt it I’m human i(x)
I don’t wear any halo, it’d
slip down around my neck
and choke me."
Some witches are born
and some are made. Thearis said. She was born a
witch, but cannot tell how
she knows.
"Do not ’tell what cannot be told."
This phrase does not
refer to rules that keep
witches from speaking, hut
to an inner knowledge that
cannot be told in words,
only. experienced.
Thearis said she believes. not in reincarnation,
but in metamorphosis She

picks up a III
Monty." It is a
metamorphosis ’it
pillar to a botierth.,
said it explains her
best.
"In that moment
came back to nil,
grove, the strand, ,t
shroud, the colors tnt Ii
golden light," Mont
"Framed into that
was the vivid mem,
the meadow, the pat
and the moment lilt ii .1 realized that what I
thought was flealli
dying was actually r,
born. What I had cionst.i.;;.’
darkness was that v 1.
had to be, and I knew
all my heart that thit I,
happened to me it ii
over since lime began
not only to me. but to e,, ,
orie.’
"I have a tendert(
live for the moment
pause this is the only
ment this moment’s ;.
lit he."Thearis sa oh
"I am not afraid
die."
Thearis hos a
about witches. "The Son,.
Dance" by Starbaw k In
IS a (kSeription il Hallmi
een:
’This Is the night whet
the veil is thin that dividethe worlds It is the Ni’’
Veer in the lime 01 1.1,.
year’s death, w hen the hai
vest is gathered and- Its
fields lie fallow
’And so we end in di,
beginning, as we should
and the Wheel turns ilul’
rk John
tha, is
Satoh Par

The difference between a white
’-witch and a black witch is the
difference bttweenenergy and
power. The best thing to do with
a black witch is stay away.
-Theark

rawings by Adrian Bourne
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This is the night when the veil is
thin that divides the two worlds
The Celtic Nev. 1 ear fell on November 1, and new
e season of harvest. The season ot death. The
ew year. Halloween.
year’s eve was marked by the festival of Samhain, the
Lord of Death. The lord of death gathered all the souls of
mystic rites and ceremonies which Halloween
ori
y observed had their origin among the Druids
the dead who had been condemned to enter the bodies of
cent
before the Christian era.
animals ,The cat was sacred to the Druids who believed
F the witch the year is a wheel beginning with
that cats had once been human beings and were
changed into cats as punishment for evil deeds.
Sam
n or Halloween and ending with the harvest. The
roots of Samhain can be traced back to ancient Rome.
When Christianity spread through Europe. the misEvery October. the Romans would celebrate the
sionaries were apalled at the pagan practices and sacrifices that took place at the end of each October. The
Feast of Pompona, the Godess of Orchards. The Rosolution was to somehow turn Samhain into a Christian
mans believed they could protect themselves from the
Holiday. Little was changed except the name.
evil spirits wandering around on this night by carrying
hollow gourds with a lit candle or oil -soaked rag placed
Church leaders proclaimed November as All Hallow
Day to honor all of the saints that didn’t have a holiday
inside.
yet.
The Greeks believed that once a year the souls of the
The night before this became All Hallow Evening
dead returned to visit the earth. They held the week-long .
eventually shortened to Halloween.
festival of Anthesteria, where banquets were given in
When families came from the old world to America,
honor of the dead and their souls were invited to attend.
es

they brought the English and Irish customs with them.
Many of theses ancient pagan traditions have surrvived
to the present and we celebrate them without being
aware of their meanings.
The spirits that froloic on Halloween today are
mainly mischevious children who soap windows with
ghostly messages and leave shucked indian corn on the
doorsteps to remind people that the spirits are roaming.
The wearing of costumes stems from the belief taht a
disguise will foil the restless spirits and prevent your
soul from being taken, but today is embraced mainly as
a chance to change our identies and shamelessly flaunt
our darker sides.
As the nights get longer, and the harvest ends, we
are nearing the season of winter, the season of death.
Stand very quietly, stare at the full October moon, and
you may hear the witches feasting in the distance.

Steve Stanfield

The Winchester Mystery House
(left), built at the turn of the century. represents the 38-year effort of
Sarah Winchester to appease the
spirits that tormented her. The 160room house is believed by some to
still possess the unearthly spirits
that haunted the woman. The
stained-glass window (above) is
one of many that adds to the mystery of the house.

Do the spirits that spooked Sarah Winchester
still linger?
Cl/e/0 me/

’,Irk Johnson
uluile is April IN, 1906. An aging and Vel 111111-11
tiriiiih Pardee Winchester lays restless in her bed.
been driven to the brink of total madness tic visions
ju’uou the past that haunt her dwindling years.
in
lovorious surrmindings provided hy the
v left he her late husband are al 11,111r renn.1.11 to
now.
. longs only 1(ar an escape from the painful cries (,)
Si dead by hot lead dealt by the weapons her hi,s
lothuur designed Perhaps she (wee) longs ho 0/1
her own inevitable doom.
dubbed her bPdroom the "Daisy It tin’ tor the
I hardwood carvings which line the ss ails with lik
of this innocent Homer III the canni Iields But the
realization that the only human lite lhat dwells
We corn mes of the Muss Boom is her its, n gnaws at.
J (luring her every waking moment
- Wooly the room begins to shake lerrilds as ii some
’its hand had reacht.d from the skies and ripped it,
a rest ol the house. Sarah screams. Ina her cries tor
drowned out by the clamor that has engulled her
’rid She hears an awful crash direct ly above her and
r, Minks 111 plaster and wood falling Iron) tlw ceiling
petite body sprawling to the I loor
ii the monstrous hand had suddenly tired at its
lit ii, till shaking subsides
’iii ’111114141es to her feet and tunes her arthritis ,1111, 1,, carry her to the bedroom door. She tries thi
he door is jimmied She cries mil liov help again and
,
is. Ii ut relieS Bass thraugh her aching lusty as her
miswered this time by the sounds ol her servant,
their was through the debris that hinders their
h’s relief is short lived The soothing sounds Id
tra s rescue ’,starts vanish Irmo earshot The
is Idled lull ot the ow:mild cries and hide, nis
the restless s1,11IS W110 %1111. 1.01,1101 01
’
1111’ 111111’111,1er repealing rale
I

III 1,112,111, lo shake again. 1111, 111111.
111 1;111, 10 IN’ 11001’ linee 1111111.

1111’Ne
1111,

111;111
111111,

pleading for some sort 01 release from the horrible late her
marriage into a lamily of wealth and )1 ii’ has rendered
Iler pleas are :111:-.51 (Ted with a command The spirits
order Sarah ho (11,cuoid mile I tag her construction on the front
portion ol Inn es er gross mg mansion They instruct her It)
continue expansion on it her parts of the house but demand
that the tritnt tn. Jell as it is
Sarah agrees nilll the spirits again this time as she has
SO
111111’S 111 1111’ 11.1,1 i111/1 0 is 11,1111ed to titi for the 16
tormenting years of lac she still lids It’ll Insulter through
Th.. flown ing spirit, lime lett lier now, hut only tor the
time hying
Although lilt the hut Sarah. iuiit perhaps her ghostly
1111:11
companions. knows 11,1’
Il4ipp011.411111110
pais
that night. it was enough to keep the heiress
trim es IT-sleepmg t here again
this flay .

F:Ve/1

hal/ways

’if,/

I

Within.

14

%,’,./1/1/V rreser1/ e Watching

indeed rbere 111,1%’ r1.1 i
1/1110,1’

vev1/11:

rtnIz through

rho

thiough Me gloomy
file %Von /ouster hunise he

.uric’ 11’alks

/IS

/01(1 el./ le

CM? 101.1

Well be ,.IIter 11,,i1/1/

modern ,lin

vnt 1111v

enf

die.s

v..sitnls

And

1/1 the

iS

Inev

if+ I

Noon, olo,

lii rolslIk

OS

11.411111.

hen/ 04: s1/11/10’ 11,11ses. arid ’din,
been dnennIented
1i% 11111’1 SIII1111 61111111O.101*,

s;,),ITi).Y-st1(/ Plge

/11;111.s.

re/ le e.VI/e/ lentes 11/iVe
01,../mi4,’ to SSW 11111,11(

1922

The ma.room how, has been dubbed a -monument to
tear- Iv. some as tear seems to have been Sarah’s main
mons diem in piloting its con.triietion
Fear hecame a log part or Sarah’s lilt’ alter her husband William died in Hatt
Legend has it that a spiritualist told Sarah that as long
as she kept hinlifing 1111 11,111e 11011se Iler 1111’ spin! N1.,1-141.
she vas ,ilso told that
instructions she would
this it’s it ending construction it inild ,1111,e.i./. 1110,1’ 11111’es1
lid spirits w In, haunted her life Althouglenes it has ing
been schooled in the -art 01 architecture. Sarah designed
and supers ised the conlinuaus addition In her mansnin
throughout he :slI pars sh, hy ittt

She didn’t like visitors Even president Theordore
lioosevell was turned awas from the Winchester hi use
when he slopped by to visit while pa ssmg through San Jose
in 190:1.
She spied her servants with a passion rivaled only bs
that which kept her adding 11, 1111. 111,11se All the sir ants.
rooms had uncurl:tined wuithiuss s on all tutor side, V. \ en
their "private" bathrooms had largess indoss s on the doors
Sarah also had secret peepholes drilled in various is ails
inside the house. If she sensed the least his utf disloyalls in
one in’ her servants, he or she would be fired 1111 Ille slil
But. likev isi.. those serviinls 55 ho proved their hi ithlidness
to her were rewarded w
salaries I ar Anne !he norm or
that das lany were vs en pr,,s ided ss ith Minim). pensions
or e’stales of their own as directed Its Sarah’s w ill upon her
death
Winchester house tour guide and soulet lilies caretaker
Dave Doylt, sass he believes that there are still spirits Ill
the dead that lurk ill the dark corridors and 1’011111’, 01 the
house
le also sass tlial he feels a unique closeness to
those spirits
,.etI nihannum Slit. l1,,,. ,i111,
iii inghl
bs.king up and turning out the light’s I ,ilways Wel like
Me. watching:. Di us Iv sass. "Soon!IOU’S I turn around and think 1 see a St bite hunian-like
lorin behind me But it alit ;tr. i;noisily, the moment I look
al it "
16,s 11’
S he Icel’, cum! ortable ts ith the spirits though
and belies), Situ’s share the Sinn(’ CO11(1’111:1, he in keeping
to
gaol’ order lie also says he ’,climes his
mansion
the
other 5% orliM cohorts saved him from a terrilile accident
nil his a us twine !nail n ork one nigid
uas
v as s
tired that ilighil recalls I
driving ulhIsulu ltigtist i 2tin to the Inoue I Used lo Ilse at ill
1
Los Gatos lIlt lis hit I 110/141 ill ii the v heel
\Oat tilt like soniebotb erablonc lily
v as ass akened
butt v ith all their might li realls hurl
10111041 1111. :11111 saw that 1 0 a!, :1100/1
’I opened ins
111 CE:011 0110 the center dis ultn. on the Ireessas I correeted
my sleermg and ’,la ed st ide :iwake kir the rest ot the way
hit tine
The 10110m 11111 flas INivle says he looked at his buttocks

and found bruises in the same spot where he fell somebody
or something grab him the night before on the freeway
According to Doyle there are four spirits that haunt the
house. nOw. Three of them are servants who were so de
voted to Sarah Winchester that. even after they died, didn’t
know they were supposed to quit taking care of the house
and grounds.
Doyle says that these three were !dent 11 led lbs iiss chic
Sylvia Brown during a seance she elnulueled in the house
on Halloween night, 1978. Two of the seirvants are maids,
one named Isabelle and the other. Nlarion. The third is a
gardener named Hanson who is a 1st ;u s accompanied by his
Irish Setter.
No one (alive’ knows the name of the fourth entity
according to Doyle This fourth spirit is less serious than
the rest and only visits the boost. when he, she, or it feels
like it.
During the 1978 Brim n seance Doyle says he and others
who were present saw a "red ball of light" fly through the
"Dead Room" I the room where Sarah Winchester died
and fade away as it hit the bed in the room
According to I’Myle this is the only known evidence that
might suggest that Sarah’s spirit still tishls the house But
Doyle says he personally feels that since Sarah a Iread,)
"one foot into the next world" while she was alive that upi .11
her death she left this world never to return
According lo Doyle. the onls violent incident in the
house that might be attriblited Iiihe spirit w orld look place
a few years back when Iwo extour guides were gel I u tip
drunk in the basement
The (*hiking -duo elaimed OW a vase thew through the
basement and smashed against a an II This freak occur
mice put an immediate ship to their "underground- party
u*. The two ran up the slams and 0111 the door. scared
ittless.
Legend has it that Sarah v ini.hester’s drinking ibis s
also came 10 an end because of strange happenings in the
basement An oomph’ med handproa sopposedi
ila which she took as an ....
on the elixir to her v
cellar
omen from the spirit Norld ihat Immo’ \ as mil (Mild this
Who on tarth
partalliwatisisis448.-14444044.04.1.100,800 ’’
r

kiliMS’
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Fraternities offer

Halloween Potions

haunted houses

A spiritual drugstore
for the superstitious
By Gigi Bisson
on
the door
Asign
promises
marriage
counsel mg. case
work.
spiritual supplies. and
-problems.
help
by appointment only’.
The sign on the window
reads: Vinton. Products
Company : Religous Spiritual. Occult Supplies. Candles Inscense. Oils. Potions. Roots, Vitamins.
Herbs anti Teas, Religous
,elry and Books."
’Die store front offers a
of nearly every one of
e items, piled atop one
’tier in mass disarray.
tic totem poles, glow e-dark dashboard cru,I Jesus statues and
nVi Bibles share the
e shelf with black canMoney -Drawing Ine. and dusty bars of
!I Spring soap.
l’he merchandise is as
ngruous as the serv.,
the store’s proprietor,
the Rev. Bernet B. VirLouisana SpiriD
\ is,(r.
Divine

Healer. and Certified Herbal Practitioner, offers.
It could be funny. but
I’m afraid to laugh. There
is something about this
tiny downtown store front
on 233 N. First Street that
makes your knees weak
and your heart beat a bit
faster...but you have to
open the door and see
what’s inside.
Incense hangs over the
narrow room like a cloud of
doom, making it even
harder to read the bilingual labels, of Better Business Incense and jinx -removing hand creams. The
myriad of merchandise lining the walls spreads like a
malignant growth to places
no ladder can reach.
It is a drugstore for the
a
and
superstitious
bookstore for lost souls.
with
do
they
do
What
Lucky dragon’s blood powder, or Simpson’s snake
root? Can you be on the
verge of unlocking the
mysteries of the universe
with the help of Sacred
Wahoo Bark. or Orris Root
Fingers?
An old man appeared
from a room in the back of
the store and started to
watch me with milky white, clouded eyes.

"Hello." I offered in a
voice thA seemed to come
from very far away. I wondered if he was going to
read any traces of "reporter" in my mind and
chase me out with a handful! of Journalist Removing Powder.
He said nothing, but
continued to stare at his
only customer.
"How does this stuff
work." I asked, pointing to
a bottle of Evil Spirit -Removing Floorwax and
Bathroom Cleaner.
"Oh , you just put it on
your floor and it does what
it says. It keeps evil out of
your house," he said, aggravated with my poor
knewledge of the evil spirit
business.
There were also bottles
of "Fast Luck," "Uncrossing," "Quick Money" and
"Protection" floor polishes. The instructions advise you to "concentrate on
sour desire. read the 23rd
Psalm daily."
There were bottles of
black water (a steal at only.
$3.99), and herb capsules
(ranging from $10 to $100)
that "will turn your sexual
nature back 25 years. The
herb in this capsule is so
beneficial that the Russians give it to their military. personnel for stamina," the label claims.
Something about this
shop reeked of (hoses fascinating testimonials in the
back of Boys Life magazine and the National Enquirer.

who drifted in and bought a
pack of Marlboros.
I bought a black candle
for 39 cents and a Money
Drawing Candle on sale for
a quarter.
"These will be great
for Halloween," I explained.
The man looked at me
very strangely, as if to ask
"What is Halloween?" as
he handed me the change
with shaking hands.

"Can I help you with
anything?"the old man
asked impatiently.
"Yes. Is there anything you don’t have?,"
asked in a feeble attempt
to humor him as visions of
reporter
voodoo
dolls
danced in my head.
No witches or medicine men were lining up
outside to buy. Sacred
Wahoo Bark. The only customer I saw was a bum

for the first. second, and
third place costumes.

By Eric Hermstod
Hey kids, got a brand
new Payless costume and
no Halloween plans? All
dressed up with no place to
go?
Fraternities,
Two
Alpha Phi Alpha and
Sigma Chi. are having
haunted houses, with proceeds going to their philanthropies.
Alpha Phi Alpha is
having a "Horrified Inn."
at 397 West Court, in San
Jose. on Saturday starting
at 9 p.m.
The $4 donation ( with
costume) will go towards
the
Project Olympus
Black Council of Santa
Clara County and the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center. said Jeff Moore, president of Alpha Phi Alpha.
Moore said that the
seventh annual event will
feature music from a D.J.,
and awards will be given
HI

S

He said last year’s
party had "funky spacemen. and people dressed in
diapers and tights."

Mark cMasters
Sigma Chi’s haunted
house will be on Saturday
and Sunday. October 29
and to, from 8:30 p.m. to
midnight. The event will be

held at the Sigma Chi
house, 284 S. 10th St.
Profits from the $3 contribution will go to the Life
Experience Foundation of
San Jose, a charity that
helps the handicapped
learn to adapt to living on
their own.
Steve Belando, president of Sigma Chi. expects
at least 250 to 400 people
each night. He said costumes are welcome, but
not required.
Refreshments will be
served outside for those
waiting in line.
Betando hopes to make
the haunted house an annual event. Inside the
house, a maze will run
from room to room, with
different scenes in each
room.
The event is funded by
the Associated Students,
who allocated $200 for the
occassion.
T
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When there’s no more room in HELL
the dead will walk the EARTH
’NIGHT Of THE
LIVING
DEAD’

WEDNESDAYNIGHTC I

TO TREAT YOURSELF
TO THE BEST
HALLOWEEN SUPPUES
un.nue store
Ice bay area
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Larry’s Theatrical, Inc.
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Record Rentals

For Halloween
Party Tunes
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Mention this ad and get
504 OFF when you rent
2 records. Sale items
not included. A slight
deposit required. Offer
ends 11/1/81
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Also appearing: Night of the Living Dead
Both films showing at Morris Dailey, $1.75 all seats
6:00 - Dawn of the Dead
8:45 - Night of the Living Dead
10:15 - Dawn of the Dead
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Wildcats next for soccer team
By John Ormsby

After dumping 17th ranked USIt:* Saturday night. the
SJSU soccer team will have to guard against feeling too
confident when struggling Chico State visits Spartan Stadium tonight.
Chico State, usually a division II powerhouse, is off to
its worst start in years with a 6-9 record. The Wildcats
have lost six games by one goal, and three overtime
matches by scores of 2-1.
Lack of talent has not been the problem for Chico
head coach Don Batie, now in his 1:11h year.
Senior Gaspar Silveira leads the team in scoring.
Sylveira, whose brother Joe enjoyed a fine career at
SJSU, has seven goals so far this season.
Six -foot -one Phil Figone has also provided some scoring punch for the Wildcats. The forward scored the lone
goal in Chico’s 1-0 victory over the Spartans last year.
Leading the defense will be freshman Vince Tubbs.
His play at fullback has been one of the only bright spots
for the Wildcats this season. Expect Sophomore Randy
Greene to start in goal for the Cats tonight.
"They have some good personnel, and they usually
field a good side." Spartan coach Julius Menendez said.
"They’re not a team we can afford to overlook."
Menendez said the Spartans have to avoid a letdown
following Saturday’s emotional win over USF.
"That’s c a letdown) something we have to be wary
of," he said. "We certainly can’t live on past performances. We’ve talked it over in practice and I’m sure will
be ready to play."
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Jaime Diaz, above, dribbles past

USF’s
Thierry Manson OD. during Saturday’ night’s
I-11 Spartan upset victory . Left. Rob Allen (15
and the Dons’ Per Ilan gti a Idsta Lid I II) %vat ch
as Allen’s shot heads towards the goal, The
Spa rtans will meet Chico State tonight at
Spartan Stadium.

Ex-Spartan is living a lifelong dream

ce
n-

By Luther Mitchell

in
th
!ti

Traveling overseas is something that must of us fantasize about. Having an opportunity to play professional
sports overseas is even more remote.
Kevin Thomas doesn’t have to fantasize about overseas adventures, because he’s had some.
Thomas, a six -foot -seven-inch forward and a former
member of the SJSU men’s basketball team, is playing

S.
ie

’It was a combination of wanting
to play pro basketball
somewhere and needing to take
a break from school.’
Kevin Thomas
professional basketball in Melbourne, Australia for the
Kilsyth Cobras.
The 1981-82 season was Thomas’ last as a college
player. His final PCAA performance was in the 1982
PACC All Star Game in Fresno.
After redshirting the 1982-83 campaign and doing
/
some serious thinking about his future, the Los Angeles
native decided that playing professional basketball was
his immediate desire.
"It was a combination of wanting to play pro basketball somewhere and needing to take a break from
school," said Thomas. "After going to school for six
years, I realized I needed to make some fresh educational
goals."
Thomas explained that the style of play in Australia is
different from the United States.
"Defense is not emphasized and Olympic Games
rules are used. There is more shooting, and the action is
constantly wide-open."
With this wide-open style, Thomas said play can get
,
sloppy.
"They don’t have a good knowledge of the basic fundamentals of the game," He said. "I like the open style.
but I would rather have a mixture of defense and wideopen play."
Thomas thinks a disciplined style is more appealing
to fans.
"It means the fans will be better entertained because
it shows how the game is really played."
Thomas said that teaching fundamentals is hard because the Australian coaches are also learning.
"The coaches are learning from American players,
because they know more about fundamentals than they
do."
Australian teams generally score 90 points a game,
Thomas said, but because 01 the Cobras’ wide-open play,
110 to 115 points are often chalked up.
"The team basically operates on a run -and-gun format," he said."It was a shooting-oriented team, and we
didn’t waste any time when it came time to go to the
basket. No other team in that league could compare with
our style of play."
Thomas said an American who got a chance to see the
Cobras play told him that their style of play is similar to
that of the University of Nevada -Las Vegas’ Runnin’ Rebels: everyone came off the bench firing.
Thomas credits himself and former UC Irvine forward Randy Wieldon with altering the Cobras’ game.
"After watching our wide-open playing style, they
knew they were going to center the offense around us.
"They knew Randy could play offense, but it was me
that they were skeptical of because I came from a college
that stressed defense."
Thomas said Wieldon scored 40 percent of the Cobras’
baskets, guard Adam Brenan 20 percent, and 30 percent
himself.
Because of the unpredictability of the run-and-gun

Huskers top poll;
West Virginia falls

4

1’

1

The Top Twenty teams in the Associa ted Press college
football poll, with first -place votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points based on 20-19-18-17-16-1514-13-12-11-10-9-8 -7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1,156
8-0-0
1. Nebraska 454)
1.106
6-0-0
2. Texas (4)
1,010
7-0-0
3. North Carolina
944
6-1-0
4. Auburn
892
6-0-1
5. Florida
883
6-0-1
6. Georgia
792
7-1-0
7. Miami. Fla.
74:1
6-1-0
8. Michigan
688
6-1-0
9. Illinois
602
5-1-0
10. So. Methodist
545
6-1-0
11. Washington
513
6-1-0
12. West Virginia
452
6-1-0
13. Maryland
370
5-2-0
14. Oklahoma
350
6-1-0
IS. Brigham Young
310
5-2-0
16. Ohio Stale
283
5-2-0
17. Iowa
92
4-2-0
18. Alabama
79
5-1-0
19. Boston College
79
5-2-0
I tie ) Notre Da me

game, Thomas doesn’t think the rest of the league will
adopt it.
" We ran some ridiculous plays and made a lot of
errors." Thomas said. "The other teams will stick to their
style, and I don’t think our team’s playing method revolutionized anything."
But, Thomas said, the teams that heard about the
Cobras’ method couldn’t wait to play against them.
"They wanted to run and gun right along with us
during the game," said Thomas. "The spectators got a
kick out of seeing the teams playing that way."
Thomas thinks Wieldon’s willingness to double as a
guard has helped the Cobras.
"Randy’s passing opens up the offense," said
Thomas. "It also allows me to score more."
In addition to leading the league in dunks, Thomas
averaged 20 points and 13 to 14 rebounds per game. His
game-high totals were 33 points and 21 rebounds. He said
Wieldon averaged 35 points a game and shot 70 percent
from the field.
Thomas’ Australian playing career began with a stint
with the Chelsea Gulls, but because of financial difficulties he was released.
"My name got on the market, and the Cobras picked
me up and signed me to a $12,000 contract."
In Australia $12,000 isn’t a lot of money. and Thomas
said there are a number of American players making
$20,000 to $30,000.
"The American players that are making the good
salaries have been playing there three or four years.
Thomas said.
Thomas said some of the American players in the
high-rent district include Cal Bruton from Witchita State,

’The team basically operates on
a run -and -gun format . . . It
was a shooting oriented-team,
and we didn’t waste any time
when it came time to go to the
basket. No other team in that
league could compare with our
style of play.’
who is making $35,000 from endorsements, Owen Wells, a
former member of the Detroit Pistons, making $40,000.
James Crawford of Alabama State, David Winslow and
George Murrow of Detroit University.
If the price was right, Thomas would definitely consider playing in the NBA.
"If an NBA agent came along and made me a good
offer. I would not turn it down.
"I’m still improving, and one more year in Australia
will benefit me."
He also liked attention he got in Australia, up to a
point.
"It made me feel good for a month." Thomas said. "I

The Workout You Want
* Raquetball
* Aerobics
* Nautilus Fitness Center
* Volleyball, and More

gol a red-carpet -Magic Johnson type treatment, but I
eventually wanted to be regarded as a normal person
again.
"I was glad to see that high class treatment phase
out."
Despite being away from SJSU for a while, Thomas
misses campus life.
"I miss the atmosphere, my friends, the social life.
and the media attention.
Living in San Jose while attending SJSU influenced
his preference for living here.

$3.00 Student Rate

"I’ve grown out of Los Angeles, and I’m ready for a
new atmosphere," said Thomas. "I want something
slower than the L.A. pace."
Thomas plans to come back to school and take the 18
units needed to earn his degree in radio-tv broadcast journalism.
"I plan to register for the ’84 fall semester to take
those last units."

355W. San Fernando
5 blocks West of Campus
289-1344

PARICCENIER

All REM CLUB

Good Fri., 8pm-11pm
Sat. 9am-3pm, Sun. 9am-3pm

Football
program
benched
(’LAYTON. N.J. AP )
The high school football
team here survived nearly
a quarter century without
a winning season, but the
Clippers lost out Monday
night to the Board of Education, which cancelled the
program because four batterings this year left only
about a dozen able-bodied
players.
The team was
upset, very emotional
after the board vote, said
Joe Mucci, the athletic director for the high school
team that has a 33-174-4 record since 1960 and eight
winless seasons.
The board did vote to
retain the school’s junior
varisty program.
The Board of Education scheduled the meeting
after last Friday’s game
against Woodstown was
called off because only 14
players
five with any
varsity experience would
have been healthy enough
to participate.
The varsity Clippers
finished 2-7 last year one
of their best seasons in 24
years

Park Center
Athletic Club

Mum Student Body Card

SKI 123m

PARTY PATROL
The Coors Ski Team Party was a Success.
Thanks for Coming!

SJSU SKI CLUB PRESENTS

HALLOWEEN DANCE
Friday, Oct. 28th 9pm-lam
Letterman’s Hall, 425 N. 4th St.

Music by: FLIGHT
$5/Members

$71Non-Members

4

the Varsity Sport of the Mind

Innertube Waterpolo
and SOCCER
INTRAMURAL
MEN ’S
SIGNOR NOW!
WOMEN’S

**************** ********

CO-ED
SOCCER

INNERTUBE
WATERPOLO

SIGN UP at the information
center.

Signups
End
OCT.27

Sign ups
End

Last day to sign up is Nov.
4th.

NOV.!

You need 4 members per
team.

STOP BY THE LEISURE SERVICES OFFICE
(Next to the Pub)

Intramural play will be
on Friday, Nov. 11th and
18th from 9am to 5pm.

277-2972
funded by Associated Students

For more into call Judy at 277 9588
Sponsored by Supro & ASPB

Mb.
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Spartans, Cal resume
volleyball feud tonight

Instant Offense

By John Ormsby
High on a shelf in Dick Montgomery’s
office sits a volleyball with a blue bear
paw drawn on the surface. The inscription
reads: SJy2 vs. California, 14-16, 15-0. 157. 15-13
Perhaps it’s there to serve as a constant reminder of one of the bay area’s
best athletic rivalries.
The rivalry will continue tonight when
the 19th-ranked California Bears meet the
11th-ranked Spartans in a NorPac match
at Spartan Gymnasium. Game time is 7:30
"We love to beat them." Montgomery.
said. "We always expect a tough match
from them. We have no trouble getting up
for our matches with Cal."
The roots of the rivalry stretch back to
the days when SJSU was struggling for
recognition and Cal was a women’s volleyball power.
"During my first year as coach we
went up there and got absolutley blown
out We played terrribly." Montgomery
said. "Our altitude was bad and the whole
experience was very humiliating."
"I think I decided right there that I
never wanted to lose to them ( Cal ) again."
Montgomery wouldn’t discount Cal’s
stuffy attitude playing a role in the competition.
"Cal seems to have a certain arrogance that feeds the rivalry," he said.
Those arrogant Bears have been in-

The Spartan
offensive unit is
ranked No. 20 in the
NCAA statistics and
three players are the
main reason for it.
Above. Jon (’arlson,
shown here
discussing the game
plan with head coach
Jack Elway, sat out
last week with an
injury, but he is ninth
in the nation in total
offense. Top right,
Bobby Johnson is 21st
in the nation in
rushing averaging
over 92 yards per
game, while Eric
Richardson, lower
right, is one of the top
receivers on the West
Coast having already
caught 35 passes
six for touchdowns
this season.

Cu
Co
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consistent Bears for much of the season.
Cal enters the match with a 14-12 record.
The Bears struggled early in the season
while experimenting with new offenses
and some new players, but they seem to be
finding their stride lately.
"We graduated two key players, including our starting setter from last
year," Cal assistant coach Jeff Mozzochi
said, " and we struggled early while trying to rebuild our offense. When your playing new people, it takes time to put an
offense together."
The Bears found the going especially
tough because of their schedule. Eleven of
(’al’s 12 losses have come at the hands of
top-20 teams.
Cal had few changes to make at one
position, however. Two-time All-American Sylvia Monnet has continued to prove
herself one of the game’s best. The senior
standout leads the Bears in every offensive category, including kills ( 249). hitting
percentage) .2771 and service aces 421.
"Sylvia is a fine player," Montgomery
said. "She is very experienced and she
knows the game very well."
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Montgomery is not deceived by Cal’s
shabby record or their early -season woes.
"We can’t worry about how poorly
they played against some other team," the
coach said. "They always play well
against us and we have to be ready to beat
them at their best."
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Tired of high
insurance rates
wiping out
your pocketbook?

SPECIALISTS In

II

insurance
1111197414::"

Why pay more for coverage from the big guys when Campus Insurance
offers students with good driving records the same coverage at lower
rates? Understanding student budgets is no accident. Call Campus Insurance and find out how much it should cost.

CAMPUS INSURANCE
4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165 San Jose

Liza MurpIR

SJSU stats near top

296-5270

Spartans rank third in NCAA in rushing defense
By Pat Sangimino
By limiting Cal State Long Beach to just
34 yards on the ground in their 18-9 win last
Saturday, the Spartans moved up to the Number three spot in the nation in rushing defense.
SJSU is giving up just 73,1 rushing yards
per game.
Only Virginia Tech (65.4) and Toledo ( 721
are giving up less yardage on the ground.
This is quite an accomplishment considering
the Spartans are ranked ahead of such top 10
teams as Southern Methodist, Michigan. Oklahoma and Texas.
The pass defense has been shaky at
times, but has come around recently, and in
overall defense, the Spartans are ranked No.
29 in the country.
Led by quarterbacks Jon Carlson and CoPacific Coast Athletic Association Player of
the Week Bob Fresco, the Spartans are No. 12
in passing offense in the United States. Carlson played in the Spartans first six games
and guided SJSU to four victories. He is
ranked ninth in the nation averaging 251 2

yards per game.
When Carlson was injured in the loss to
Cal State Fullerton two weeks ago. Fraser)
was called on to handle the Spartan offense
against Long Beach and led SJSU to the 18-9
win.
In that game Fresco completed 20-of-33
passes for 243 yards and two touchdowns.
The receiver that Fresco and Carlson
have looked for most is Eric Richardson. The
senior from Novato is ranked among the top
pass recievers on the West Coast and has the
statistics to back up that statement.
The 23rd ranked receiver in the country,
in seven games Richardson has caught 35
passes for 595 yards and six touchdowns.
One of the main reasons the Spartan
passing game has been so effective has been
the running of Bobby Johnson. Defenses keying on one player in the Spartan offense have
had to do the impossible because of Johnson’s
ability to gain big on the ground.
Against the 49ers, he appears to have
rushed for only 70 yards, but a 70-yard touchdown run was called back because of a holding penally If Johnson is able to stay healthy.

Paralysis and fines READ
IS AC
face Steeler tackle
))

he may become the lirst Spartan back since
Gerald Willhite. who broke 1,000 in 1981. to
rush for more than 1,000 yards in a season.
Right now Johnson has 646 and is averaging 92.3 yards per game 21st in the country.
He is also No. 17 in all-purpose running with
125.7 yards per game. All-purpose running
refers to rushing, receiving and kick-return
yardage.
Two other Spartans are ranked among
the NCAA leaders. Free sillily Sherman Co.
croft, who picked off seven passes last season
to lead the PCAA. is No. 12 in the nation with
four thefts.
Cocroft now has II career interceptions
and is tied for fifth on the all-time Spartan list
with Leroy Zimmerman ( 1938-391. Harry
Russell ( 1947-48 ) and Don Peterson (1966-871.
Adam Goldberg is not known by very
many Spartan fans. Al the beginning of the
season Richardson was returning kickoffs,
but Goldberg began to assert himself. Five
games later he is ranked No. 14 in the nation
in kickoff returns. averaging 44 yards per
return.

OPir

PITTSBURGH ( AP) Pittsburgh Steeler defensive
lineman Gabriel Rivera. who injured his spine in what
police charge was an alcohol-related car crash, was involved in five traffic incidents in his native Texas over a
four-year span.
Doctors say it will be another 10 days before they
learn whether injuries to the 22-year -old athlete’s spine
will leave him paralyzed from the chest down.
Rivera was in serious condition Monday at Allegheny
General Hospital, after being listed in critical condition
during the weekend. He was admitted Thursday night
after being hurled through the back window of his sports
ear during a head-on collision in suburban Ross Township.
Last Thursday night, Rivera demolished his 19113 Dat- 4
sun 280-ZX sports car.
The other driver, Allen Watts, 48, of Ross Township.
told police Rivera’s car skidded into the path of his car
near an intersection. Police said 90-foot skid marks left by
Rivera’s car indicate he was exceeding the 35 mph speed
limit but police have not said how fast he was traveling.
The impact threw the 6-foot -3, 265-pound football
player out the back window of his car. He landed in some
weeds beside the road.
Waits escaped serious injury.
Police charged Rivera with drunken driving, speeding, reckless driving and driving on the wrong side of the
road.
The San Antonio (Texas) Light reported that police.
records show Rivera was involved in five separate traffic
incidents between March I, 1979, and Jan. 12, 1983. He was
charged and pleaded guilty in at least four of them.
’ It’s very, very sad," Steelers Coach Chuck Noll said
after Sunday’s 27-21 victory at Seattle.
Running back Franco Harris said the Steelers dedicated the victory to Rivera, who listened to the game in
his hospital room with his pregnant wife. Kim, and other
family members.
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Al EASTi-1
SUPER SK o 5ALE
thih2g8A1ON: (408) 277 -3033
LOCATION 1
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GRANDSLAM
TABLE TENNIS
TOURNAMENT

NEWT
Bug Problems?

i
a

Tuesday, Oct. 25, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
(in the SU Ballroom)
featuring some of the
TOP players in the
Bay Area.

SINGLE
ELIMINATION
COMPETITION
TROPHIES

Volkswagen Special
(Good All Semester)
I. Tune up
2. Adjust valves
All For
3. Check compression
4. Set liming
5. Adjust carburaim
6. Change oil
7.3 quarts of oil
Phis purrs rl
(led
8. Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
Offer good for:
Pre.1972 Busses, all bugs
to. Brake fluid
Barman Ghins, Fastbacks,
11. Transmission fluid -add
Sguarehat ks.
12. Battery fluicLadd

only 25

Spartan Mobil
I I th & San Carlos
294-1562

RIBBONS
RAFFLE PRIZES
SPECTATORS WELCOME

FREE ADMISSION
Informatton
Call
DPIIIICI 279-2240
110(5 777 8795

F nr F

Uf thOf

PRESENTED BY:
RECREATION 97
COMMITTEE 1
AND THE
STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

1.

.Sarne Great Location for 15 vears

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will hold a panel discussion on AIDS featuring members of the Santa Clara
County AIDS/KS Foundation at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Costanoan Room.
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The Women’s Center will have an informal lunch for
faculty, students and staff from noon to I p.m. today at
the Barbecue Pits. Call 277-2047 for more information.
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America’s leading catalog showroom is
looking for seasonal help during the
Christmas rush. If you’re interested in
making extra Christmas money, Best
Products offers you full-time or part-time
hours, days, evenings or weekends. Apply
in person from 10-5, Mon. -Fri.

The Physics Department will hold a seminar on
"Non-Linear Optical Effects on Surfaces" at 4 p.m. tote morrow in Science Building Room 258. For more information call Dr. Joseph F. Becker at 277-2361.
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BEST PRODUCTS
2535 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94040

BEST

The SJSU College Republicans will hold a meeting at
12:30 p.m. today in the A.S. Council Chambers. For more
information call Paul Mezzetta 736-2282

ABUSE

I’M IfIIRSTY, IN
GOING TO GET
DRINK,

A

GRAM Enhance personal end pro
VOLUNTEER

lessional growth as

INTERN on world renowned local
support
Counseling.
program
services...down . data processing
fundraising.
swereness
;whin
etc Si & mono lingual all maws
grad So undergred Experience from
clerical to post grad intro-to iixtro
vert
?

We need you

IC EF

Neer campus

PO Boil 952. SJ. 95108

280 5055

eyes and also money Information
AS office or phone 371 6811
GAMMA PHI BETA F. PHI DELTA
THETA wish a speedy recovery to
then exchange cesualties
GAMMA PHI BETA Have a Happy 51.1
loween & thanks for the exchange
Spookf idly yours. The Phi Dells
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
someone you lova. a beautiful
color ponrail by John Paulson Pho
tography 448 2388
HARD TIME IN CALCULUS, Unhappy
with your grades, Send 83 95 pad
for self explanattory study guide
to George Swollen 2829 Pennon
coa Crk Rd S J 95132
JESUS IS LORD of SJSU Maranatho
invites you to participate in New
Testament Christianity end see
this world changed tor the glory of

O

God Sunday 11 00 m Swim
ney Hall 1 00 p ni
Thursday
7 30 p m SU Guadalupe Rm
KARATE DO A KABUDO CLASSES
Okinawan
Traditional Japanese
Shinto.

ShotoKan

Sho

Fin
Classical Kohudo ’weapon)
training Karate du & Kolaudo like
other martial or cultural arts tws
its aim at nothing less than to
make a better person for sorority
The training is hard to make the
person confront his physical and
emotional limitations. it st
mental end physical control to help
the person overcome the ’mute
lions of the ego

It emphasizes

courtesy and respect the person
being in harmony with self and
others Contact Japan Karate Do
Renshinkan Sharon.

Kobudo

&

3232 El Cernono Reel Santa
Clara or South San Jose Stench
10aludige Athletic Club) For our
nearest club call 0108) 243 1611

Only

S’

SPARTAN

Call for appt

Pruneyard

Campbell CA 95008
PT now end full time

OFFICE ASST

Pedro St. SJ. near 280 and Race

break

Flexible

customer

contact.

semester

during
hours

FilMg

could have

Furniture 263 9043

THERE IS NO GOD or is there, The
Overcorners believe there is Come
merlonca new life in Christ every
Wednesday night at 7 30. Costa
noon Room. Student Union 279

CLUB

grams end study opportunities
Rev Natalie Shims. Fr Bob Hayes.
Se Joon Panel’s Rev Norb Fen

SOFTBALL

Spring schedule set for women in
playing feel pitch
relented
in
solthell vs intercollegiate teams
helps
Fund raisers and booster
pay your SJSU fees & books See
You No 2 So 9 4pm MG 202
Cell 226 5988 or 271 3158 for
info
NO FURTHER! Deytime Bible
Student
The
Baptist
Studies’
Union is ecove and wants to grow
and
be a part of
at SJSU Come

LOOK

Fellowship Time way Wed at
11 30 in the Guadalupe Rrn For
other Bottle study times and acne
noes call Karen in 3770712 or
Devid .114151965 0151
’NO MAN IS AN ISLAND’ end no
woman either, Bridge the gap
through leadership friendship and
eenriCe to others Discover why so
many men and women belong to
Alpha Phi Omega the nitoon s
Campus resi
largest beton.,
dents commuters and G eeeee are
campus mecum m
invited to
2PM &mods, October 29th in
the Guedalime Room SJSU Col
lege Union Cell 227 4569 for fur
thin details
SJSU SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB,.
grouping If interested on minims
mg Your knowledge & skill in the
art of karate with your own SJSU
Kerma Club come by PER 280 3
to 4 30 pm on T F or cell 629
0421 for info All levels we wel

prepared

5

minutes

My for Adults. BMW Algebra. Goo
emtry. Conquering CBEST’s or
ELME’s Math Anxiety $40 00 3

Belie,

minion on becoming a distributor

nancing available Call Andre 285

or buying at distributor prices. call
Brien al 554 2966

4400 Dealer

JOBS
Handyman 17 00,hr
Iskilledl for apartments near cam

pus

AMBITIOUS, NEED EXTRA CASH, But
can only work part tone, Opponu
nit, for good extra income Train

MOVING.

AVON SALES REPS Exclusive term
lies offering excellent part time on
come with flex bra Call Gloria st

sweep

Grmy

with
marketing interests 56 50 hi Call

CARPET

CLEANER

Most

have

NEEDED

own

CLERKS

PULL

Eastodge Shop Mall

New retool
Tidy

re

sponsible persons for sales end
framing

No smokers

can be adjusted to fit
school schedule 298 4900
week

Hrs

wk
EXP SANDWICH MKRS 5 dims
No weekends 11 30 2 30 5510
Sourdough Eatery 8485 First St
FOOD SOLAR SYSTEMS Bay areas
Wawa solar homing comany eeeee

Piet 33

scription on

front

work guaranteed
In

and back

If

DANCING,

Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working with you Off Ins

CA 94086
INDEPENDENT

NUTRITIONAL

CON

SUL TANT Now you can Munch
new career that will provide you
with an opportunity to ...on top

Bey wood Ave

San Jose. CA

Love The Alpha Phi

SERVICES
BECAUSE Of YOUR FANTASTIC RE
SPONSE I am repeating my offer
Bare

it

all,

Stop shaving

was

mg tweeting or using chemical
deplItories tel me permanently r

income Become an Independent
making
Consulant
Columbia
money working full time or pert
orne You will help people to meet

move your unwanted hair ’chin to
Mini tummy moustache etc I 15%

their minim:mai needs tar providing
them with an iv" /anent Mei supple
went This nutritious product is de

your 1st appt

signed to enable people to 1110
Of maintain their body
tootle
weight For more mformation call

1645 5 Bascom Awe
Campbell CA

Independent Co/umbra Consultant
at 14081 294 9600 8 em to 6
pm Monday thru Friday
INFORMATION CENTER Al TENDANT
PI

time

energetic person to deal

Contact
study preferred
Center Student Union
MODELS
Im

Into

FASHION COMMERCIAL
no atomism

Agence

Mode*.

nwessary
leading

Bay

Are agent, woke new faces Eu
rope Nese York

Tokyo work pox

Fast
depend
conscientious E reoriented

TYPING

able.
Ill typtng lerm wipers

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwonted hair

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
kve with cerebral palsy as acorn

experi
CALL LINDA FOR EXPERT
anted professional typing Term
papers

letters

resumes

able
New Almaden Expwy
Branham Lane Guaranteed quick
Phone 264

CAROL S TYPING

FAST with lop

quality IBM II $1 40 pg Camden
Leigh

All types 978 2193

CHOOSE TLC

TYPING SERVICE E

pall. on Unmoral,/
forme,*
Ii 25 double space Pica Pogo
Charts take longer so cost more
IBM Selector III Great Resumes’
Tallest to smallest type HO..
Cambrian LG area neer Good Sent

thesis

re

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
Ten years espenence
100 wpm fast 51 15 per page
fast turnaround Will meet all dead

Ik-

One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines
$ 3 10
$380
4 Lines $3 80 $4.50
5 Lines $4 50 $5.20
61111es $5.20 $590
F itch Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4 15
$4 85
$5 55
$6 25
$ 70

Four
Day
$4 36
$506
$5 76
$6 46

Each
Five
Extra
Days
Day
$4 50
80
45 20
95
$590 41 10
46.60 $1.25

15

559

CASH

FOR

YOUR

BOOKS

Ste

C

and

re

DISC JOCKEY ready to male vow
pe,,, swing, And you Won I he
Cluck with disco all note long Just
cell the professionals et Ross Han
man Enterprises and tell them
what you went Ross 5 an SJSU
graduate with eight years radio es
per’ yore end moony refemnres Call

370.2391
EASYTYPE

SECRETARIAL

SERVICE

*coo

Report.. theses. resumes. Ntlers
Fast

and

wok/rate

EDITING/TYPING 266 9448 I special
tee in terns papers lose university
approved formats e g APA. T.
rabianl
custom
resumes
end
cover lettete 14 yrs exPerience
Willow Glen area easy access
Call

Marcia

Rem 8Prn

Inn

’Mar

Resumes
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
thesis. reports produced on word
includong
formats
All
processor

(Technical typing and resumes are
pores slightly higher) Please call
Jeannie 274 1975
FAST

FRIENDLY

TYPING
Adler

page
flings

Santa Clare neer Seri Thomas E tip

18300 Ternal CA 94974

ice

Reasonable

RE TARIAL
IdansI

re

0503

SERVICE

5.

Gum

727 8393
(eve

247 8744

flings weekends)

Reports.

Theses Resumes (Notation. Etc
SUNNYVALE VALI CO Marcie’s Typ
one 18M Selector Ill Prompt neat
accurst@

GIVE YOUR WORK that goal... look $1
deserves Typed as you We ir by
Memo" Enterprise
14081 241

Rates

wooed Work, Pickup Ili Delivery,
Open 7 deys 00 Call ABLE SEC

70
wpm
IT 25
SIOSSOM 1.1111,Los Gato
area Trish Foster 356 3704
GILROY AREA TYPING term papers
and resumes from IT 25 per dou
de spaced page call 842 5846

From
Close to campus
52 00 double spaced page Phone

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT’ Return
mg for out thind year, Clualtty Sem

SERVICE
Sideline

Reasonable rates

739

RYAN’S
TYPING
SERVICE
1 25 peg. This senweter Ian, of

Call Pam 247 2681 eve
& weekends Located in

and Monroe
TYPING FAST ACCURATE

Spec

Reasontha
wale
730 8969

P911V

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Selewric III
Correctable

Anything typed Ire
ports. resumes thesis etc I Cal
998 5215 Mk for Audreli
TYPING

PAPERS RESUMES
AM
types Elite. pp. letter gothic.
script Pro sonnee and teas rates
Cell Mae, 926 1346

TYPING

THESIS

TERM PAPERS

etc Espermenced and fest Res
soneble rates Phone 269 8674
WORD PROCESSING

THE WORD COMPANY

TERM PAPERS

thews
reports
disserrarions
From 61 50 d s pogo Free disk
storage Joye 264 1029

WORD PRO

Print Your Ad Here
fChuni approxahalehe 30 letters and spaces tor each brie)
I .1
111’1’111111
1/11/11111

11111111

Address

Phone

City & State

21p

inclosed is $
Cede a Classification:
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Per SOnaiS
Services
Lost & Found

In

chat WU/WM Neer 280w Sunny

0715
TERM PAPERS THESIS 1e0011. word
Ilse
Willow Glen
processing
287 5247

MRS

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
resumes
will We all report’
theses elc
Salerno, accurate.
aditong
satisfaction guaranteed
The hest for less, From SI 00 per

923 3901

Fast Sorel. Donation 401,DSpg
COI 1/, C ’In Alcale PO Box C

Cow

;nem professionalism ate low stu
dent rare Prices sten at 51 a page

ports transcription. pert edning
Menlo Park 14151 328 WORD
TYPING

APA

DUALITY MAILORDER TYPING using
correcting Motor Anything typed

Please)
EXCELLENT DUALITY TYPING

guaranteed
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Filthy dorms blamed on staff shortage
By Gail Taylor
SJSU resident halls are sul tering from a plague it
dirt this seniester. but the cleaning problems go much
deeper than the dirt seen on the surface.
"It seems like the custodians were cleaning a lot
more regularly last year." said Jim Carroll, a West Hall
resident. He said the bathrooms are onlv being cleaned
once or twice a week this semester.
Amy Cohen. another West Hall resident, said the
bathrooms. hallways and lounges have been filthy since
the semester began. She said the bathrooms were not
cleaned even once in a two-week period.
Bruce Gordon. a West Hall custodian, said the halls
ire a mess because of the small staff of custodians.
-one day a co-worker and myself had to clean the
dorm West Hall tram top to bottom,’’ Gordon said

He said until other custodians are added to the staff,
he doesn’t think the cleaning situation is going to improve
much.
Gordon has been a custodian for Iwo years. Before he
was moved to West Hall, he worked in Royce Hall. where
he said he would have preferred to stay.
Gordon said he thinks William Schuller. housing operations manager, has spread people around in an effort ill
cover a large area.
"He is demanding a lot out of us," Gordon said.
Although Schuller refused to comment about the
cleaning situation, Housing Director Willie Brown said
the custodians have been moved in an effort to improve it.
He said if there had not been complaints by the residents,
there probably would not have been any changes.
"We’re trying to gel some consistency." Brown said.
"It will give us a much better sense of who’s cleaning

Anderson looks to future
continued from page 1
parties tor tailing to solve the problems of a depressed
economy dangerous arms race and a trillion dollar
debt.
America is in an information and computer age.
Anderson said, which will require more knowledgeable people.
Ile favors investing more of the nation’s gross national product to education, and requiring K -I2 students to have some form of education in the usage of
computers.
Ile also approves of giving salary bonuses to good
teachers and developing standards to test leacher
competency.
Anderson opposes requiring draft age males to
register with the Select i ST Service to receive financial

aid and is also against lax credits for parents who send
their children to private schools.
"I think that isn’t the best way to encourage the
development of public education," Anderson said.
Targeting certain growth industries for federal
funds was rejected by the former Congressman.
"There are better ways than getting into the national development bank proposal offered by some
Democrats." he said. "I favor a new chartering of
local venture-capital banks."
Alarmed by the U.S. invasion of Grenada, Anderson said he was worried about the affect it might have
on President Reagan’s foreign policy.
"I’m skeptical of this crash invasion" because it
might encourage the administration to pursue a gunboat diplomacy in the Carribean and Central America.
he said.

what and at what quality the cleaning is being done."
Beth Herreia. a Markham Hall custodian, also thinks
the staff is short of people. She said this is the fourth
semester the staff has been low.
Brown disagrees.
"There are more than enough custodians, if they
would show up," Brown said.

,I work "no more
are in, they still do the same,le
or no less."
the halls, cleaning
vacuuming
Their work consists of
the bathrooms, and basic general upkeep of the dorms on
a daily basis, Brown said.

He said that absenteeism is the main problem among
the 17 dormitory custodians. The only other problem is
injuries, but he said only two people have gotten hurl on
the job this semester.
In the 15 years Herreia has been a custodian, however, she said this is the worst the dorms have ever been.

He said the custodians have gotten "desensitized" to
cleaning and have become SO comfortable with their routine that they don’t recognize any dirt they may have
missed.
Herreia said it is hard to keep the dorms clean because there is too much work to be done in the amount of
time that is given.
"There’s too much pressure." she said.

"I don’t think it’s fair for us to be moved and forced to
get do the work that was left behind in another dorm,"
Herreia said.
Brown said regardless of what dorm the custodians

As a result of the conflict, the custodians have filed a
grievance with SJSU !lousing Operations. and Brown said
they will meet this week lo arrange some sort of agreement.

CSU official predicts struggle
for funds if surplus develops
continued from page 1
legislators problem will be deciding which groups should
receive additional funding.
He said the legislators would be more willing to give
additional funds to the poor and disabled before boosting
CSU funds.
Curtis L. Richards, legislative director for the California State Student Association, was more confident than
Plotkin that fees would be reduced.
He based his optimism on Deukmejian’s earlier comments that he. would reduce fees as soon as the state could
afford it.
Reynolds selected a $90 reduction, Richards said, because of two bills backed by Democrats that were signed
by Deukmejian.
AB 1251, backed by Gwen Moore, D-Los Angeles, and

signed by the governor on Sept. 21, codifies the fee-setting
process. It sets fees within 10-20 percent of the state’s
funding to higher education and divides the total by the
number of students in the CSU.
If the bill had been in affect this year. fees would have
been set between $320-$640. The average fees for CSU
students now is $687, $47 above the limit.
The second bill, Alt 1375, backed by Jack O’Connell,
D-Santa Barbara, and signed by Deukmejian on Sept. 26,
encourages the state to pay for financial aid to students.
Richards said $42 of students’ fees goes to providing financial aid to other students. He said Reynolds rounded
off the $8910 $90.
"I’m really pleased that she followed through on a
promise she made to us," Richards said. "Fees have been
going through the roof."

U.S. invades
Grenada
continued from page 1
Secretary tit Stale George P. Shultz told a midafternoon news conference in Washington the decision to invade Grenada was taken because of the "atmosphere of
violent uncertainty" and the fear that Americans on the
island might be "hurl or taken hostage."
He said the U.S. forces "will leave promptly: we have
no intention of staying there," but gave no timetable.
The Americans clashed with a Cuban work force that
had been extending a runway at the Point Salines airport.
Thirty Soviet advisers and 600 Cubans were captured in
the invasion. U.S. officials said. There was no immediate
word on losses within the 1.200-member Grenadian armed
forces.
Reagan said the 1,900 Marines and Army Ranger paratroopers. who were later backed up by 300 troops from
six Caribbean nations, seized the Iwo main airports on the
mountainous, 21 -mile-lung island.
Medical students who make up the majority of the
estimated 1.000 Americans on Grenada were reported
unharmed, although pinned down by the continuing fighting.
I’ S. helicopter gunships circled the St. George’s Medical College, apparently drawing fire from Grenadian
snipers. American student Mark Carpenter reported by
ham radio.
"Every time a gunship goes over, there’s fire all
around us," Carpenter said in a broadcast monitored by
The Associated Press.
The invasion, coming just two days after a deadly
bomb attack on Marines in Lebanon, stirred new unease
about foreign U.S. military operations among some in
Washington. particularly Democratic congressmen.
The Soviet Union demanded that U.S. forces with dray, immediately from Grenada. The British government expressed reservations about the attack, and medical school officials and another American ham operator
on the island insisted U.S. citizens had been in no danger
trom Grenada’s new authorities.
The resort island has been under Marxist sway since
a coup in 1979. But in a new government upheaval that
began two weeks ago, a military -led group identified by
Washington as hard-line Marxists took command, and
Prime Minister Maurice Bishop and some of his Cabinet
ministers were slain.
The new "Revolutionary Military Council" was
headed loy Gen. Hudson Austin.
The U.S. administration said the island, 1,500 miles
southeast of Miami, posed a strategic threat lathe United
States because Soviet -bloc aircraft might eventually use
the airport at Point Salines, whose runway was being
extended by a Cuban work force.
Reagan, appearing at a White House news conference. listed three reasons for the invasion: protecting
American lives. "to forestall further chaos" and to "restore order and democracy."
The U.S. chief executive asserted that the island had
been under the control of "a brutal group of leftist thugs."
He said the joint Operation had been mounted at the
request Sunday ot the Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States. But a senior Stale Department official in Washington, who declined to be identified, said the decision to
invade was made in the "middle of last week."
Troops from the isiands of Jamaica, Barbados, Dominica, St. Vincent, Antigua and Si. Lucia took part in the
assault, Reagan said.
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Marines in Beirut
told ’shoot to kill’
BEIRI "1. Lebanon AP) U.S. Marines were ordered into sand -bagged hunkers Tuesday and told to
"shoot to kill" anyone approaching their camp after three
trucks that officials feared might be filled with explosives
drove nearby.
The Pentagon said the death toll from Sunday’s terrorist bombing of a U.S. Marine command post rose to 216
as eight more bodies were recovered and tine man died of
injuries in a military hospital in West Germany.
The suicide strike was carried out by a man driving a
truck packed with a ton of explosives. 111 was the bloodiest
attack against the U.S military since Vietnam.
The Marine commander. (’ol. Timothy Geraghty, told
reporters more bodies were still in the rubble. About 70
Americans were wounded, many of whom are being
treated in military hospitals in West Germany. Italy and
Cyprus.
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